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Ludger Morin 2006
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Michael Bailey, Eino 'Bud' Jacobson
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Jeffrey Taylor 2005, Richard Drew 2006
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Lynn Davis Adams 2004
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Miriam "Mim" Johnson 2005
Selectmen*! Report for 2003
1 ho yetl Started out qmetk with the usual preparations of budgets and the Warrant for
l own Meeting We hired land Swanson to put the rown Report together, so that we would
have more time to focus on rown business
Due to ice, there were problems with several of the roofs on the Town Buildings. The
I ibiai\ roofleaked into the Archives, and our insurance company covered most of this cleanup.
1 he Police Department and the Civil Defense buildings also had leaks caused by ice. A
dehumidifiei was purchased to help keep the Archives drier.
\ftei 1 own Meeting, we welcomed J C Boudreau who was elected to a 3-year term.
Dana la\loi was elected to take the rest ofArt Amato's term A big thank you to Stan
rzetski who was appointed as interim Selectman
In March, we signed a contract with Cartographies to remap the whole town. The maps
will be on computer, and will help with the revaluation. Later in the year, we contracted with
I atls. Nieder, Perkins. LLC to do the property revaluation.
The Town buildings received some general maintenance. The Vets Hall and Town Hall
both had snow guards put on the roof after the slate was repaired. The chimney on the Vets Hall
was taken down
Our Police Department grew Four new Part-time Officers were hired during 2003. One
didn't work out, and two will need to be certified in 2004. A replacement for the Caprice cruiser
was looked into, but we decided to wait until Town meeting for the voters' approval.
Building permits remained stable in 2003 - only 39 total were given out. Five new homes
were built, 8 additions were made, 7 garages/barns were erected and there were 19 other
building projects submitted.
The Selectmen take this opportunity to thank all the employees and volunteers who do so
much for our Town Without your dedication, we wouldn't get as much done. Your efforts are
noticed and greatly appreciated.
At the end of 2003, the Selectmen hired an assistant to help with various projects in the
office Janel Swanson will work with the secretary, Lynn Adams, to make the office more
efficient at processing information. This will be especially important with the set-up and
maintaining of the assessing computer system after the reval is complete.
As we look forward to 2004, we see more changes ahead. This will help our Town grow
and continue to be a great community to live in. Our best wishes to all.
Miriam "Mim" Johnson Dana Taylor JC Boudreau
Board of Selectmen
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT
MARCH 2004
The polls will open from 1 1 :00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Richmond, in the County of Cheshire in said state,
Qualified to vote in Town Affairs;
You are hereby notified to meet at the Veterans Memorial Hall in said Richmond on
Tuesday the 9th of March, next at 1 1 :00 A.M. of the clock in the morning to act upon the
following subjects:
1 . To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
At 7:00 P.M. the following;
•
2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $47,850 for
xecutive Salaries and Expenses. (Recommended by Selectmen)
3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $34,400 for Election,
Registration &Vital Statistics. (Recommended by Selectmen)
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $26,150 for Financial
Administration. (Recommended by Selectmen)
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000 for Damages
and Legal Expenses. (Recommended by Selectmen)
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000 for
Employee Benefits. (Recommended by Selectmen)
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,300 for Local and
Regional Planning and Zoning. (Recommended by Selectmen)
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $38,500 for General
Government Buildings. (Recommended by Selectmen)
9 lo sec if the lown will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,300 for
Cemeteries (Recommended b> Selectmen)
10. I 96C ifthe 1 own will VOte to raise and appropriate the sum of $19,000 for
Insurance (Recommended b) Selectmen)
11 lo sec if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $92,837.89 for the
full operating expenses of the Police Department to include upgrading the position of Chief of
Police with a salar\ of$ 38,000.00 plus benefits to full time, or take any action thereon. (By
Petition) (Not Recommended h\ Selectmen)
12 lo sec if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $63,315 for the
Police Department (Recommended by Selectmen)
1 v To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 for
Ambulance Service, (Recommended by Selectmen)
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $18,000 for the Fire
Department. (Recommended by Selectmen)
1 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 for the
Rescue Squad. (Recommended by Selectmen)
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,350 for
Emergenc) Management. (Recommended by Selectmen)
1 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $100 for the Health
Department. (Recommended by Selectmen)
1 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500 for the
Meadow ood County Area Fire Department. (Recommended by Selectmen)
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise $77,010 and appropriate the sum of $122,478
for Highways and Streets. (Recommended by Selectmen)
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 ,000 for Street
Lighting. (Recommended by Selectmen)
2 1
.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $62,800 for Solid
Waste Disposal. (Recommended by Selectmen)
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500 for the
Home Health Care and Community Service. (By Request) (Recommended by Selectmen)
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1,386 for the
Monadnock Family & Mental Health Service. (By Request) (Recommended by Selectmen)
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 500 for The
Community Kitchen, Inc. (By Request) (Recommended by Selectmen)
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $681 for the
Southwestern Community Services, Inc. (By Request) (Recommended By Selectmen)
26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $250 for the
Samaritans. (By Request) (Recommended By Selectmen)
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000 for Direct
Assistance, with the amount to be offset by surplus. (Recommended by Selectmen)
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000 for
Intergovernmental Welfare, with the amount to be offset by surplus. (Recommended by
Selectmen)
29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500 for the
Community Park Commission. (Recommended by Selectmen)
30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $700 for the
Recreation Committee. (Recommended by Selectmen)
31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $700 for the Beach
Committee. (Recommended by Selectmen)
32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 8,905.00 for the
Library. (Recommended by Selectmen
33. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 for Interest
on Tax Anticipation Notes, with the amount to be offset by surplus. (Recommended by
Selectmen)
34. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 to add to the
Expendable General Fund Trust Fund, Established 1995, Article 36, under the provisions ofRSA
31:19-a, Fire/Rescue Vehicle Replacement Fund, for the purpose of purchasing replacement
Fire/Rescue vehicles. (Recommended by Selectmen)
35. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000 to add to
the Expendable General Fund Trust Fund, Established 1998, Article 38, under the provisions of
RSA 31:1 9-a, known as the Police Vehicle Fund, for the purpose of purchasing a police vehicle.
(Recommended by Selectmen)
36. To see if the Town will vote withdraw a sum not to exceed $8,000 from the
Expendable General Fund Trust Fund, Established 1998, Article 38, under the provisions ofRSA
31:1 9-a, known as the Police Vehicle Fund, to replace the 1993 Chevrolet Caprice cruiser and to
purchase and outfit a used vehicle as its replacement and to designate the Richmond Board of
Selectmen as the agents to expend the fund. (Recommended by Selectmen)
37. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 to add to the
Expendable General Fund Trust Fund, Established 2002, Article 45, under the provisions of RSA
3 1 : 19-a, known as the Police Safety Equipment Fund, for the purpose of purchasing personal
safety equipment for the police officers and to designate the Richmond Board of Selectmen as
the agents to expend the fund. (Recommended by Selectmen)
; ^ Ho see 1 1" the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500 to add to the
Expendable General Fund 1 rust Fund, Established 2001, Article 14, under the provisions of RSA
31 l°-a, known as the Public Safet\ Radio Communication Fund, for the purpose of purchasing
and or upgrading radio communication equipment and to designate the Richmond Board of
Selectmen as the agents to expend the fimd. (Recommended by Selectmen)
J9 I o see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 to add to the
\ spendable General Fund Trust Fund, Established 1999, Article 43, under the provisions of RSA
9-a, known as the Propcm Revaluation Fund, for the purpose of revaluation of all property
US town, and to designate the Richmond Board of Selectmen as the agents to expend the fund.
.commended b) Selectmen)
40. lo see if tile Town will vote to accept the provisions of RSA 72:28 Standard and
Optional Veterans
1
rax Credit, lo increase the exemption amount from $50.00 to $100.00 as
pro\ ided for in RSA 72:27 a. (Recommended by Selectmen)
41 lo see if the Town will vote to accept the provisions of RSA 72:29-a Surviving
Spouse lax Credit. To increase the exemption amount from $700.00 to $1,400 as provided for in
RSA 72:27 -a. (Recommended by Selectmen)
42. 1 see if the Town will vote to accept the provisions of RSA 72:35 Tax Credit for
Sen ice-Connected Total Disability. To increase the exemption amount from $700 to $1,400 as
provided for in RSA 72:27 -a. (Recommended by Selectmen)
43. To see if the Town will vote to make the position of 'Custodian of the Richmond
250 Cane' an appointed position and to authorize the Selectmen to annually appoint said
position.
44. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow money for the use
of the Town in anticipation of taxes.
45. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell tax deeded property.
46. To hear any reports of Agents, Committees, etc. heretofore chosen and to take any
action thereon.
47. To take any action that may legally come before the meeting.
10.
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1 7 I lealth Administration
cadowood
Highways, Streetl A Roads
19 Highways A Streets (*2004 Block Grant - S45,468)
inker
Sanitation
21 s\\ Disposal - Winchester& Hazardous Waste Collections 59.600
Outside Agencies
:: I lome Health Care
2 ; Monadnock lannK Services
24 Keene Communit) Kitchen
25 Southwestern Community Services





29 Community Park Maintenance. Mowing + Hquipment
Eagle Scout Project
JO Recreation Committee Camp + Misc.
3 I Beach Committee
32 1 ibrarj
Debt Service
3 3 I ax Anticipation Notes (TAN >
Capital Reserve Funds
34 Fire Truck Capitol Reserve fund (1995)
35 Police Car Capitol Reserve Fund ( 1 998)
Municipal Building Capitol Reserve Fund (1999)
39 Propert) Revaluation Capitol Reserve Fund (1999)
37 Police Safet) Equipment Fund (2002)
38 Public Safety Radio Communication Hquipment Fund (2002)
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RICHMOND TOWN MEETING AND ELECTION RESULTS
MARCH 11,2003
The moderator announced that the Richmond Rescue Squad had baked goods and cofTee
with donations going to benefit the squad. He said the polls would be kept open to accommodate
later voting by Australian Ballot. In addition he stated that once articles are settled they would
not be allowed back on the floor. He also said he would be asking for amendments to 4 articles in
order to make them legal.
The meeting was called to order at 7: 10 P.M. Selectman Mim Johnson led the flag salute
and the invocation.
1. OFFICERS VOTED ON EARLIER:
Selectman for three (3) years, "JC" Boudreau - 317
Selectman for one (1) year, Dana Taylor - 189
Library Trustee for two (2) years, Barbara Woodward - 362
Library Trustee for three (3) years, Sue Flagler - 339
Cemetery Trustee for three (3) years, Bertha Remick - 363
Town Clerk for three (3) years, Pamela Goodell - 378
Planning Board for three (3) years, Lloyd Condon - 229
Planning Board for three (3) years, Robert Coy - 224
Planning Board for one (1) year, Loreal Schmidt - 271
Supervisor of the Checklist for two (2) years, Melissa Herman - 3 14
Trustee of Trust Funds for three (3) years, Becky Haskins - 93
2. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $44,700 for Executive Salaries
and Expenses. Passed
3. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $32,220 for Election,
Registration &Vital Statistics. Passed
4. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $24,850 for Financial
Administration. Passed
5. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 for Damages and Legal
Expenses. Passed
6. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $22,000 for Employee Benefits.
Passed
7. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,300 for Local and Regional
Planning and Zoning. Passed
13.
B rhe rown voted to raise ind appropriate the sum of$26,000 for General
eminent Buildings Passed
9 rhe rown voted to raise and appropriate the sum of$2,300 for
Cemeteries Passed
10 I he rown voted to raise and appropriate the sum of$18,000 for Insurance. Passed
1
1
rhe rown was asked to raise and appropriate the sum of $- - for the full operating
expenses ofthe Police Department to include upgrading the position ofChiefof Police with a
salary ol N 0- plus benefits to full time, Ol take any action thereon An amendment was made
b\ the Selectmen to raise and appropriate $77,329 30 lor the full operating expenses ofthe Police
Department to include upgrading the position ofChiefof police with a salary of $36,000 plus
benefits to full time (as originally presented by petitioners.) Amendment Failed by secret ballot
vote 60 yes; 63 no Article Failed by secret ballot vote: 41 yes; 81 no
I 2 The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 50,600 for the Police
Department Passed
I 3 The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 for Ambulance Service.
Passed
14 The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $19,500 for the Fire Department.
Passed
1 5 The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 5,000 for the Rescue Squad.
Passed








The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $250 for the Fire Department
Equipment Fund. Passed
19 The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 for the Meadowood
County Area Fire Department. Passed
20 The Town voted to raise $77,010 and appropriate the sum of $122,100 for Highways
and Streets Passed
14.
21. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1000 for Street
Lighting. Passed
22. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $59,600 for Solid
Waste Disposal. Passed
23. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500 for the
Home Health Care and Community Service. Passed
24. The Town was asked to raise and appropriate the sum of $- - for the Monadnock
Family & Mental Health Service. An amendment was made to raise and appropriate $ 1 ,000 for
the Monadnock Family & Mental Health Service. Amendment Passed by hand vote: 61 yes; 42
no Article as amended Passed by hand vote: 51 yes; 48 no
25. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $500 for The Community
Kitchen, Inc. Passed
26. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $- - for the Southwestern
Community Services, Inc. Passed
27. The Town was asked to raise and appropriate the sum of $- - for Camp Holiday.
An amendment was made to raise and appropriate $500 for Camp Holiday. Amendment Failed.
Article Passed by hand vote: 46 yes; 3 no
28. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $250 for the Samaritans. Passed
29. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $2000 for Direct Assistance,
with the amount to be offset by surplus. Passed
30. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000 for Intergovernmental
Welfare, with the amount to be offset by surplus. Passed
31. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500 for the Community Park
Commission. Passed
32. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 for the Recreation
Committee. Passed
33. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $750 for the Beach Committee.
Passed
34. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $18,905.00 for the
Library. Passed
15.
; ^ rhfl [own voted to i.use and appropriate the sum of $1,500 for Interest
i .i\ Anticipation Notes, with the amount to bo offset b) surplus Passed
I he I own voted to raise and appropriate the sum of$189,000 tor a new Fire Truck
\wv | K) from the Expendable General rrust Fund, Established 1995, Article 36, under the
- ns fRSA ; I
'
v>
'. i ire Rescue \ ehicle Replacement Fund, and $55,000 to come from
on Passed
l he Town was asked to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 to add to the
I Kpendable General Fund rrust Fund, Established 1995, Article 36, under the provisions ofKSA
I I 19-a, Fire Rescue Vehicle Replacement Fund, for the put pose of purchasing replacement
Fire Rescue vehicles Fire ChiefMichael Pearsall urged failure of this article since Article 36
ted failed
1 he Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 to add to the Expendabl
neral fund Tiust Fund, Established 2002, Article 45, under the provisions of RSA 3 1 : 19-a,
known as the Police Safety Equipment Fund, for the purpose of purchasing personal safety
equipment fol the police officers Passed
39 The Town voted to adopt the provisions of RSA 3 1 :95-c to restrict revenues from tr
Pay-by-Bag system and the Recycling Center to expenditures for the purpose of solid waste
disposal Such revenues and expenditures shall be accounted in a special revenue fund to be
known as the Transfer Station/Recycling Center fund, separate from the general fund. Any
surplus in said fund shall not he deemed part of the general fund accumulated surplus and shall b<
expended only after a vote by legislative body to appropriate a specific amount from said fund fo
a specific amount from said fund for a specific purpose related to the purpose of the fund or
source of revenue. Passed by secret ballot: 41 yes; 1 1 no
The moderator closed the polls at 9:50 PM
40 The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,815 for the purpose of
supporting the Eagle Scout project with the amount to be offset by surplus. Passed
4
1
The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Fifty Thousand
Dollars ($150,000) for the purpose of a Town wide Revaluation to include new tax maps. This
will be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and will not lapse until the revaluation is
completed or by December 3 1 , 2005, whichever is sooner with $50,000 to come from the
Property Revaluation Capitol Reserve Fund Established 1999 Article 43, the balance to be offset
by surplus Passed
42 The Town was asked to amend the ordinance as follows:
RSA 72:28 1 1 which reads Veterans Tax Credit of $50 00. The Town shall adopt the provisions
of RSA 72 28 V & VI to increase the Veterans Tax Credit from $50.00 to $100.00. The
moderator asked for an amendment to conform to RSA wording, "Shall we adopt the provision?
16.
ofRSA 72:28, V and VI for an optional veterans' tax credit and an expanded qualifying war
service for veterans seeking the tax credit? The optional veterans' tax credit is $100, rather than
$50." Amendment Passed. Article as amended Passed
43. The Town was asked to amend the ordinance as follows:
RSA 72:29-a 1 which reads Surviving Spouse of a veteran who died or was killed on active duty
Tax Credit of $700.00. The Town shall adopt the provisions ofRSA 72:29-a 1 1 to increase the
Veterans Surviving Spouse Tax Credit from $700.00 to $1,400.00. The moderator asked for an
amendment to conform to RSA wording, "Shall we adopt the provisions ofRSA 72:29-a, II to
increase the surviving spouse tax credit for surviving spouse of veterans who died while on active
duty in certain conflicts from $700 to $1,400?" Amendment Passed. Article as amended Passed
44. The Town was asked to amend the ordinance as follows:
RSA 72:35 1 which reads Veterans Service Connected Total & Permanent Disability Tax Credit
of $700.00. The Town shall adopt the provisions ofRSA 72:29-a 1 1 to increase the Veterans
Tax Credit from $700.00 to $1,400.00. The moderator asked for an amendment to conform to
RSA wording, "Shall we adopt the provisions ofRSA 72:35, IV for an optional tax credit on the
taxes due on residential property for a service-connected total disability? The optional disability
tax credit is $1,400, rather than $700." Amendment Passed Article as amended Passed
45
.
The Health Carefor Nen> Hampshire Resolution
Whereas, New Hampshire residents pay the 12th highest cost of insurance in the country; and
Whereas, the cost of health insurance premiums for families has increased by 45% over the past
three years; and
Whereas, 1 00,000 New Hampshire residents have no health coverage and 77% of them have a
full-time worker at home; and
Whereas, due to these rising costs almost half ofNew Hampshire's small business cannot afford
health coverage for their employees, therefore be it resolved
That we, the citizens ofRICHMOND, New Hampshire, call on our elected officials from all
levels of government, and those seeking office, to work with consumers, businesses, and health
care providers to ensure that:
- Everyone, including the self-employed, unemployed, un - and underinsured, and
small business owners has access to an affordable basic health plan similar to
what federal employees receive;
- Everyone, including employers, consumers, and the state, local and federal
government makes a responsible and fair contribution to finance the health care
system;
- Everyone receives high quality care that is cost efficient and medically effective;
and
17.
Ihat these efTorts help control the skyrocketing cost of health care.
The above language represents a resolution signed by the required number of Richmond
registered voters We request that this be placed on the 2003 Warrant for town consideration.
This resolution is non-binding and represents no fiscal impact Failed
46 l he ["own \oted to approve the limiting ofpre-payment of taxes to only the pre-
payment of property taxes Passed
47 The rown voted to authorize the Selectmen to sign contracts necessary for the
operation of l'oun affairs Passed
48 The Town voted to authorize the Selectmen to borrow money for the use of the
rown in anticipation of taxes Passed
4 i > The Town voted to authorize the Selectmen to sell tax deeded property. Passed
50 The Town voted to hear any reports of Agents, Committees, etc. heretofore chosen
and to take any action thereon. Passed Stan Pogorzelski was thanked for doing a fine job filling
m as selectman for Art Amato who has been ill Notice was given of a Civil Preparedness drill to
be held Janel Swanson was thanked and congratulated for a nice looking Town Report. It was
recommended that the selectmen not furnish articles with zero's in them. It was suggested that
Selectmen meetings be held periodically at the Veterans' Hall.
5 I The Town voted to take any action that may legally come before the meeting. Passed
Moderator. Ted Aldrich was thanked for doing a nice job running the Town Meeting. It was
suggested that all people speaking at Town Meeting should first be recognized by the moderator.
Motion to adjourn. Passed 10:34 PM









BUDGET 2003 EXPENDED 2003 VARIANCE
Executive Office
Selectmen 4,500.00 4,375.00 125.00
Moderator 300.00 105.57 194.43
Secretarial 17,550.00 17,903.23 (353.23)
Temporary Services 6,000.00 165.00 5,835.00
Office Equip - Computers 1,000.00 - 1,000.00
Supplies 1,200.00 807.64 392.36
Advertising 300.00 343.92 (43.92)
Dues, Subs., Fees 1,500.00 699.00 801.00
Postage 1,000.00 493.81 506.19
Mileage 150.00 4.81 145.19
Telephone 1,500.00 1,626.73 (126.73)
Office Expense (Repairs) 250.00 540.00 (290.00)
Utility Re-valuation 300.00 - 300.00
Deeds 300.00 -- 300.00
Tax Maps 2,000.00 - 2,000.00
Publications/Books 1,800.00 316.66 1,483.34
Software Maintenance 1,500.00 1,410.38 89.62
Miscellaneous 1,000.00 1,516.64 (516.64)
Printing Expenses 2,500.00 1,891.32 608.68
Bank Charges 50.00 118.00 (68.00)
Total Executive Office 44,700.00 32,317.71 12,382.29
Election Registration
Ballot Clerks Wages 200.00 154.51 45.49
Town Clerk's Salary 15,015.00 14,486.00 529.00
Deputy Town Clerk 5,577.00 4,842.50 734.50
Ass't Deputy Town Clerk 1,141.00 1,059.50 81.50
Supervisor of Checklist 200.00 206.00 (6.00)
Supplies 400.00 380.10 19.90
Advertising 25.00 42.75 (17.75)
Postage 150.00 143.42 6.58
Mileage 540.00 322.39 217.61
Supervisor Checklist Copies 50.00 55.35 (5.35)
Print Ballots Town Clerk Share 75.00 68.00 7.00
Town Clerk Publications/Books 500.00 465.00 35.00
Software Maintenance 750.00 797.79 (47.79)
Restoration 962.00 919.27 42.73
Town Clerk Equipment/Repairs 300.00 280.00 20.00
Training/Dues/Conferences 500.00 452.00 48.00
Supervisor Supplies 100.00 73.75 26.25
Marriage License Fees 300.00 342.00 (42.00)
State Vital Statistics 200.00 97.00 103.00
Town Clerk Vital Statistics 100.00 68.00 32.00
Town Clerk UCC & Fed Liens 400.00 213.00 187.00
State Dog License Fees 700.00 752.50 (52.50)
Municipal Agent Fee 2,000.00 2,108.00 (108.00)
Computers 2,000.00 1,916.00 84.00
Supervisor Advertising 25.00 45.70 (20.70)
Supervisor Postage 10.00 86.22 (76.22)



















1.320 00 1,320 00
4,780 00 4,655.02
6.000 00 4,410 00
400 00 400 00
200 00 200.00
2,100 00 3,078 75
1,172 00 404.45
















































Total General Gov't Buildings
5,000 00 417.57 4,58243






























BUDGET 2003 EXPENDED 2003 VARIANCE
Cemetery
Cemetery Expenses 2,300.00 1,998.59 301.41
Total Cemetery 2,300.00 1,998.59 301.41
Insurance Policy
NHMA Total Insurance Package 10,000.00 10,358.12 (358.12)
Workers Comp Insurance 8,000.00 3,758.05 4,241.95
Total Insurance Policy 18,000.00 14,116.17 3,883.83
Police Department
Police Department Salaries 35,600.00 31,167.50 4,432.50
Civilian Support 500.00 460.00 40.00
Uniforms and Personal Equipment 2,500.00 1,382.49 1,117.51
PSNH 1,000.00 589.55 410.45
Conferences, Dues & Assoc. 100.00 - 100.00
Postage 100.00 38.06 61.94
Mileage 500.00 101.75 398.25
Telephone 1,000.00 1,012.26 (12.26)
Office Supplies 1,000.00 2,123.14 (1,123.14)
Heat 1,000.00 747.71 252.29
Communication/Internet 500.00 377.20 122.80
Details - 2,617.50 (2,617.50)
Publications 1,000.00 768.91 231.09
Software Maintenance 200.00 170.00 30.00
Equipment & Repairs 1,500.00 1,691.80 (191.80)
Vehicle Repairs 1,500.00 1,880.21 (380.21)
Vehicle Fuel 1,500.00 2,136.90 (636.90)
Dog Control 300.00 - 300.00
Training & Related Equipment 800.00 21.00 779.00
Total Police Department 50,600.00 47,285.98 3,314.02
Ambulance Service
Ambulance Service 10,000.00 8,750.00 1,250.00
Total Ambulance Service 10,000.00 8,750.00 1,250.00
Fire Department
Supplies 200.00 2,457.17 (2,257.17)
PSNH 900.00 873.26 26.74
Telephone 200.00 5.34 194.66
Heat 2,000.00 1,707.79 292.21
Vehicle Repair & Maintenance 8,500.00 2,009.75 6,490.25
Vehicle Fuel 1,000.00 920.15 79.85
Training 2,000.00 2,299.08 (299.08)
New Equipment 1,500.00 3,136.01 (1,636.01)
Radio Maintenance 500.00 601.14 (101.14)
Building Maintenance 500.00 820.57 (320.57)
Forest Fire Expense 500.00 - 500.00
Water Supply Hydrant-Pond Maint. 900.00 - 900.00
Miscellaneous 500.00 2,990.47 (2,490.47)
Immunizations 300.00 - 300.00















































500 00 217.26 28274
900 00 759.21 140.79
950 00 534.15 41585
800 00 - 800.00
1,800 00 - 1,800.00
400 00 5826 341.74
5,350.00 1,568 88 3,781.12
Meadowood/Fire Department











Full Time Labor 10,684.00 8,946.00 1,738.00
Part Time Labor 17,616.00 15,066.00 2,550.00
Mileage 1,500.00 1,613.57 (113.57)
Truck Reimbursement 500.00 40.00 460.00
Brush Removal 300.00 - 300.00
Misc 300.00 266.78 33.22
Drilling & Blasting - 475.00 (475.00)
Spring Repair 1,500.00 892.00 608.00
Sand & Gravel 7,000.00 615.00 6,385.00
Signs 200.00 40.00 160.00
Grading & Sweeping 14,000.00 14,055.00 (55.00)
Pave/Seal/Patch 17,000.00 11,210.00 5,790.00
Snow Plow & Sand 48,000.00 47,455.69 544.31
Culvert Repair & Cleaning 500.00 1,190.80 (690.80)
Bridge Maintenance 1,000.00 - 1,000.00
Equipment Incl. Rental 500.00 329.98 170.02
Salt 1,500.00 962.41 537.59
Total Highway Department 122,100.00 103,158.23 18,941.77
Blinker
Public Service Outdoor & Blinker 1,000.00 880.32 119.68
Total Blinker 1,000.00 880.32 119.68
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Keene Home Health & Comm. Serv.
























































































Total Library 18,905.00 18,856.25 48.75




BUDGETED 2003 EXPENDED 2003 VARIANCE
Interest Long Terni Note
Nolo Interest
Total Interest Long Term Note





Fire Truck Capitol Reserve Fund 1995
Property Revaluation/Mapping 150,000 00
Police Safety Equipment Fund 1 .000.00
Public Safety Radio Communication Equ ip Fund (1999)
Total Capitol Reserve Funds 151,000 00












Paid to Other Governments
County of Cheshire
Monadnock Regional School District





Tax Collector - Purchase Taxes
Tax Refunds Due to Overpayment










Total Expended 2003 2,058,432.25
The total price for the fire truck was $183,473. $55,000 was raised and appropriated in 2003 and the
remaining funds came from the Fire Truck Capitol Reserve Fund
that had a balance of $1 37,222 as of December 31 , 2002.
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Vbchon, Clukay & Co., pc
Certified Public Accountants
45 Market Street
Manchester, New Hampshire 03101
(603) 622-7070
FAX: 622-1452 February 2 1 , 2003
To the Board of Selectmen
Town of Richmond, New Hampshire
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of the Town of Richmond, New
Hampshire as of and for the year ended December 31, 2002, and have issued our report thereon dated
February 21, 2003.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United
States of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the general purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement.
The management of the Town of Richmond, New Hampshire is responsible for establishing and
maintaining an internal control structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judgments by
management are required to assess the expected benefits and related costs of internal control structure
policies and procedures. The objectives of an internal control structure are to provide management with
reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or
disposition, and that transactions are executed in accordance with management's authorization and
recorded properly to permit the preparation of general purpose financial statements in accordance with
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. Because of inherent
limitations in any internal control structure, errors or irregularities may nevertheless occur and not be
detected. Also, projection of any evaluation of the structure to future periods is subject to the risk that
procedures may become inadequate because of changes in conditions or that the effectiveness of the
design and operation of policies and procedures may deteriorate.
In planning and performing our audit of the general purpose financial statements of the Town of
Richmond, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 2002, we obtained an understanding of the
internal control structure. With respect to the internal control structure, we obtained an understanding of
the design of relevant policies and procedures and whether they have been placed in operation, and we
assessed control risk in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our
opinion on the general purpose financial statements and not to provide an opinion on the internal control
structure. Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all matters in
the internal control structure that might be material weaknesses under standards established by the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. A material weakness is a condition in which the
design or operation of one or more of the internal control structure elements does not reduce to a
relatively low level the risk that errors and irregularities in amounts that would be material in relation to
the general purpose financial statements being audited may occur and not be detected within a timely
period by employees in the normal course of performing their assigned functions. We noted no matters
involving the internal control structure and its operation that we consider to be material weaknesses as
defined above.
This report is intended for the information of management and the Board of Selectmen.
However, this report is a matter of public record, and its distribution is not limited.
25.
EXHIBIT A
rOWNOI KU HMOM), NFW HAMPSHIRE




Emul l'\pes I unci Types (Mcmoiniulum Only)
Special rrusl December 31,




Dm from other goyemments
Hue from other funds
lol.il Assets
$ 192,989 $ )6,800 $ 5.471 $ 235,260 $ 125,732









$1.033.346 $ 80.763 $ 257.723 $1.371.832 $1.352,840
I I ABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
Liabilities:
Accounts payable $ 57,130 $ 57,130 $ 13,711
Due to other funds $ 5,000 5,000 7,36
1





Total Liabilities $ 5,000 643,971
Fund Balances:
Reserved:
Reserved for endowments 8,880 8,880 8,880
Unreserved:
Designated 22,114 240,461 262,575 216,352
Undesignated 374,480 58,649 3,382 436,511 483,637
Total Fund Balances 374,480 80,763 252,723 707,966 708,869
Total Liabilities and Fund Balances $1,033,346 $ 80,763 $ 257,723 $1,371,832 $1,352,840
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EXHIBIT B
TOWN OF RICHMOND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental and Similar Trust Fund Types













Special Expendable December 31,
General Revenue Trust 2002 2001























Excess of Revenues over (under) Expenditures
Other Financing Sources (Uses):
Operating transfers in
Operating transfers out
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Excess of Revenues and Other Sources
over (under) Expenditures and Other Uses
Fund Balances - January 1
Residual equity transfer
Fund Balances - December 3
1












18,511 (8,336) (10,162) 13 8,342












$ 374,480 B 80,763 $ 695,704 $ 695,691
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rOWNOI RICHMOND, NEVk HAMPSHIRI
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures end Changes in I und Balance
li.iI iHuJ^cMn Basis) deneral Fund



























1 18.850 1 18,788 62
I2,0 ( )6 3,438 8,658




l Rcess of Revenues over
(under) Expenditures (12,000) 18,511 61,411
Other Financing Uses:
Operating transfers out





Excess of Revenues over (under) Expenditures
and Other Uses
Fund Balance - January 1
Residual equity transfer








$ 313,050 $ 374,480 $ 61,430
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DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Finance Bureau




Less: Shared Revenues 6,20-1
Add: Overlay 20,382
War Service Credits 4,200
Net Town Appropriation 189,464
Special Adjustment
Approved Town/City Tax Effort
SCHOOL PORTION
Net Local School Budget (Gross Approp. - Revenue)
Regional School Apportionment 1,945,136
Less: Adequate Education Grant (583,307)
State Education Taxes (288,571)










Equalized Valuation(no utilities) x $4.92 STATE
58,652,624 288,571 SCHOOL RATE





Excess State Education Taxes to be Remitted to State
Pay to State—
COUNTY PORTION
Due to County 160,704
Less: Shared Revenues (670)
Approved County Tax Effort 160,034 COUNTY RATE
2.90
TOTAL RATE
31.25Total Property Taxes Assessed 1,711,327
Less: War Service Credits (4,200)
Add: Village District Commitment(s)
Total Property Tax Commitment 1,707,127
PROOF O FRATE
Net Assessed Valuation Tax Rate Assessment
State Education Tax (no utilities) 52,564,602 5.49 288,571







1()\VN CI l-RK'S RI PORT
DECEMBER 31, 2003
Revenue collected in the rown Clerk's ofTice ($174,254.42) increased by
approximately 118,000 ovet the Eunount collected last year. This is almost double the
amount of increase we have had in past years. Perhaps that is because we had very little
increase last \eai Except for last year when we plateaued, a $10,000 increase has been
the pattern since I became Town Clerk in 1991.
The Windows based vehicle program we installed at the end oflast year is finally
working fairly well We received numerous updates throughout the year to fix the early
"bugs" Thank you for your patience with us during the past year.
In 1999 the State Title Law was changed from a 10-year to a 15-year law
Therefore, this is the last year that a 1989 vehicle needs to be titled. Starting in January,
1 990 vehicles and newer will need to be titled.
The State continues to work towards on-line transactions for motor vehicles and
vital records In fact they are predicting a starting date of summer 2004. Now that we
have Internet access, we should be ready when the time comes. However, it will mean
much training and many changes for us as we learn the new processes. How far the
computer is taking us!
We will also be busy in 2004 adjusting to many election law changes. A national
Help American Vote Act was passed in 2002 with many of its conditions starting in 2004
and continuing into 2005 We have already been to one workshop to learn how to
implement the new law and expect to have more sessions to follow. Within this time
frame a computerized central computer database for a state checklist will be established,
and we will be online for elections. Again the computer takes over!








I hereby submit my report of receipts from January 1, 2 003
through December 31, 2003.
Boat Fees & Permits $ 3 4.00
Check Penalties 75.00
Copy Machine 2 58.2 5




Marriage Licenses (10) 405.00
Misc (maps) (postage) 19.00
Motor Vehicles Issued 165,000.67
Municipal Agent Fees 2,845.00
Subdivision Regulations 10.00
Tax Liens & UCC'S 303.00
Vital Search Fees 156.00
Zoning Ordinances 20.00






BALANCE ON HAND BANK OF NEW HAMPSHIRE. January 1, 2003




Motor Vehicle Registration I tvs
Copy Machine Feat
D\














































































































































NEW HAMPSHIRE PUBLIC DEPOSIT - General Account
Balance in NH Public Deposit, January 1 , 2003
Deposit in NH Public Deposit
Transferred from NHPD to Bank of New Hampshire
Interest earned










rax Col lector's Report End of Year 2003
Cornelius (Neil) Moriarty - Tax Collector
Well, after three (3) years of trying, we finally issued the tax bill in the year it was due - let's hope
that this problem is behind us. I notified the banks and mortgage companies that Richmond NH had
issued three (3) property tax bills in 2003; hopefully, this notification will prevent the people that
have escrow accounts from being over charged.
Refinancing and property sales continue to keep the older tax delinquency down. However, this year
was about 33% higher in liens applied for the prior year (2002 levy). We all hope that the recovery
will get this situation back to normal soon. In keeping with past practice, the people shown as
delinquent for 2003 are as of the day we go to the printer (February 2004); therefore, the totals will
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Andrew M. Wood Chiefof Police








Robert Yanbrocklin Civilian Special
Margie Wyman (ireen Thumb Secretary
Town Report
The Richmond Police department had another very busy year in 2003. The
following is an overview of major events for the year, A parent reported that they
thought that theirjuvenile son had bomb making information on his computer. We
inspected the computer and were unable to find any information relating to bombs. Sgt.
1 aBcllc responded to a subject with a firearm threatening to commit suicide. Fortunately
Sgt. 1 aBelle secured the weapon prior to other officers arriving. The subject was taken
into protective custody and transported to Cheshire Medical Center for counseling.
Officer Bosquet received a complaint from a resident that there were two suspicious
subjects in the 4 Corners Store. The resident was concerned that the subjects were going
to attempt a robbery at the store. When Officer Bosquet arrived, the subjects were gone.
Shortly after, there were two armed robberies in Fitzwilliam and Troy. Information
obtained later by the New Hampshire State Police was that the suspects involved in the
Fitzwilliam and Troy robberies were to begin their spree at the 4 Corners Store in
Richmond but after casing the store had decided to skip it because it was to busy. We
also have investigated several thefts, burglaries and criminal mischief calls as well as
se\ eral domestic disputes throughout the year. Again this year we were subjected to a
rash of smashed and damaged mailboxes but no suspects were located. We are working
with other area police departments to solve these problems.

















Total Time: 2880.25 hours
36.
Patrol time consists of actual time officers are out in the cruiser patrolling the
roads in town. Investigative time is time officers spend investigating crimes.
Administrative time is time officers spend writing reports, doing daily logs, writing arrest
warrants, arrest affidavits, criminal complaints, calls for service reports and doing follow
ups. Administrative time is also time spent by the Chief or Sergeant to complete
administrative functions of the department to include Selectmen's meetings or other
meeting, budget preparations, reviewing and approving reports, equipment maintenance
and a variety of other tasks. Training time is time that officers spend training. All officers
are required to complete firearms training, defensive weapons training, or any other
training that I feel is relevant and beneficial to Richmond. Sergeant LaBelle attended
several terrorism trainings, while Officer Ammann and I completed several other
trainings. Court time is time spent in court for arraignments, trials, probable cause
hearings, juvenile hearings, ALS hearings and Superior Court trials. Callbacks are hours
spent calling citizens back while off duty; Callouts are times when Officers are called out
to handle emergency calls while off duty. "On call" hours are times that officers are off
duty but must be available for recall. Officers are not required to take "on call" time but if
they agree to take this it is compensated by paying them 1 hour of duty time for every
four hours that they are on call. I do not get paid for being "on call", but I am responsible
for the majority of the "on call" time. The total hours worked by officers on this
department are 2880.25 hours. This includes all the above listed items.
We continue to struggle to find qualified additional part time officers to fill the
vacant positions. We started the year with a vacant position, which we had been trying to
fill since October. Brendon Bosquet filled this position in February. Brendon has been a
part-time officer in Gilsum for approximately two years. Brendon' s full time position is a
Campus Safety Officer for Keene State College. In March, J. Eric Ammann submitted his
resignation as a part time officer citing family and full time work obligations. This has
left yet another vacant position with the department.
An active search was conducted for additional personnel and two additional
officers were hired in December. Rachel Derosier, a Communication Specialist for
Cheshire County Sheriffs Office and Joseph Filipi, a Campus Safety Officer for Keene
State College were hired and are in the process of field training. Both officers are
scheduled to attend the Part-time police officers course provided by the New Hampshire
Police Standards and Training Council beginning this February in Keene. Rachel is a
native of Troy and currently resides in Keene while Joe is from Richmond. Joe is also a
fireman for the Richmond Fire Department.
The Town of Richmond should be proud of the quality and dedication that
encompasses the employees of the Police Department and its support staff.
Remember, that crime does not start nor does it stop at the edge of town. Be
aware of your surroundings and the people in it. Please report all suspicious activity no













Criminal rhreat-No Weapon 2
Burglar) 4
Criminal trespass 4
I'heti - Misdemeanor 8
Vehicle I'heft 1
Unauthorized I fse ofVehicle l
Forger] 2
Fraud - Insufficient Funds Check 2
Dri\ ing on Suspension/Revocation 6
Criminal Mischief (Misdemeanor) 29
Criminal Mischief (Felony) 1
Marijuana Possession 1















Traffic Accident-Non Reportable 6
Traffic-Vehicle Off Road 4







Animal-Cruelty to Animals 2









Assist Richmond Fire/Rescue 22
Assist Other Agency/Jurisdiction 47
Assist NHSP Troop C 1
Alarm-Business Burglary 1
Alarm-Residence Burglary 6









Return Property (Evidence) 4
Return Property (Seized) 1
VIN Inspection 12
Vacant Property Check Request 1
7





Call Type Totals Call Type Totals
Welfare Check 9 Attempted Paper Service 16
Detail-Traffic 1 Follow Up Court 72
Detail-Alcohol 1 Call Back 96
Detail-Special 1 Zoning Issue 1
Paperwork Relay 15 Directed Patrol 102
Road Hazard/Obstruction 12 Warrant -Arrest 7
Pistol Permit 16 Warrant -Bench 1
Police Information 279
Follow Up Investigation 88
Civil Standby 2
Manner of Operation 4
Criminal Arrest Warrant 1
Paper Service 27
Grand Total for all calls 1675
39.
lire Department Report -- 2003
W e BOTC all grateful for another year without a major loss due to tire. We ran on 84 calls
this year, and not a single ehunne\ fire. Thanks to everyone tor keeping those chimneys
clean and using eare with wood Stoves!
1 hirt\ nine of those runs were medical, keeping the Rescue Squad hopping.
We had onl\ two brush fires, but keep in mind that we live in the woods, and if they burn,
SO ma\ our houses" Please keep a well cleared area around your hose.
In 2003 we asked the Town to replace our first response engine, a 1970 GMC pumper. It
has been m service for o\ er 30 years, and is now having brake and suspension problems.
1 he support was unanimous. For the first time in years, I was speechless! Thanks again!!
The new engine was ordered in December, delivery should be late this summer. We got a
stainless steel body and still came in about $5000 under budget.
We were fortunate this year to add a number of new members. I would like to thank them
and all of the members for their time in work, training and, of course, emergency
response. Richmond is one of the few towns in the area with a truly volunteer fire
department, one whose members draw no pay at all. We are very proud of this status, and
ask that anyone with any interest in fire, rescue, or medical work to join us. Just contact





RICHMOND FIRE DEPARTMENT RESCUE SQUAD
Richmond Rescue. Inc.
Richmond, Nil. 03470
During the year 2003 your Rescue Squad was continuously training all for the
opportunity to be available to serve the needs of the town. What a dedicated group of
people our volunteers are.
Many thanks to the townspeople for the funds to purchase a new stair chair. This is a
chair that enables our EMTs to safely and comfortably transport a person down a flight of
stairs while not compromising or injuring the backs of the EMTs.
Remember, if you're reporting an emergency, dial 9-1-1 and describe the emergency and
what is being done. Give your name, phone number you are calling from, location and
the number of persons involved. DO NOT hang up, more information may be needed.










Report of Forest Fire Warden and State Forest Ranger
Your local Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and the state of New Hampshire Division
of Forests and I rods cooperate to reduce die risk ofwildlrod fires in New Hampshire. To
help us assist you, contact sour local Forest 1'ire Warden or Fire Department to find out if a
it is required before doing ANN' outside burning. Fire permits are mandatory for all
outside burning unless the ground where the burning is to be (\onc (and surrounding area) is
Completely covered With snow. Violations of the fire permit law and the other burning laws
of the State ofNew Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines up to $2,000 and/or a
D jail, in addition to the eost of suppressing the fire.
A new law effective January I, 2003 prohibits residential trash burning. Contact the New
Hampshire Department of Environmental Services at (800) 498-6868 or www.des.state.nh.us
for more information
Help us to protect you and our forest resources. Most New Hampshire wildfires are human
caused. Homeowners can help protect their homes by maintaining adequate green space
around the house and making sure that the house number is correct and visible. Contact your
fire department or the New Hampshire Division of Forests and Lands at www.nlidfl.org or
271-2217 for wildland fire safety information.
2003 FIRE STATISTICS
(All fires Reported thru November 03, 2003)
TOTALS BY COUNTY CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED
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The winter snows brought damage to the Richmond Public Library
and the archives. January 31 , 2003, the snow ^nd ice build-up on
the library roof caused water to run down the north walls of the
library addition into the two aroMve rooms located beneath the
Edith Atkins room. The archive collections were boxed and moved to
the upper part of the library and to other town buildings. Repairs
to the interior were carried out in the summer and by September the
archival collections were returned to their catalogued locations.
We thank the firemen, librarian, and library trustees for their help
in our time of need. Due to the upheaval of the collections many of
our summer inquiries and summer visitors were not able to; be accomodated
becaused the collections were boxed and stored. Only a very few items
received water soaking and were quickly rescued.
This fall our visitors en -Joyed seeing a refurbished aid well
lighted archives. The Star Spangled Banner pubkication gave us
excellent coverage. Our most distant visitor hailed from Chicago.
:vlice Collar(grew up in Richmond) enjoyed going through the collections
on Richmond Fire and Rescue Department; Alice's father, A rthur Stinson,
was chief number of years ago. We thank Alice for her contribution
of photographs and support of the Archives.
With the passing of Edith Atkins in mid year, the archives received
much material on Richmond's history from the estate. Photographs
of numerous subjects in Richmond, places, people, memorabelia and
ephemera, as well as recordings of conversations concerning history,
have been received during the fall months. We are grateful to Sybil
Depuis, Edith's neice for all of the items which we have received.
Cataloging will continue in 200^.
Many who visit the archives mention the very small space in
which we are located and wonder how we exist. Over time (since 1975)
we have learned many things and continue to catalog, integrate where
we can, and make more room in almost any tiny space we can negotiate.
We often wonder how long this can continue. Our collections in the
meanwhile continue to grow, showing us lifetimes of ages past. Many
visitors are amazed and remember some of the events we have photographs
of as wellas old friends and neighbors. Yes, we will definitely need
more space in the future as long as we have an archives and continue to
save Richmond's history for future generations. It would be nice to
start saving for expansion. In the interim we will continue to work
and learn to maintain that which we have, and whatever we receive to
the best of our abilities. A big thank you to Ruth Flaiaders for her




Ruth Flanders, assistant archivist
Sandy Laughner, assistant archivist
43.
I IHH VR> Kl IM)R I HiK 200J
l Hum • ihc past ycai ; r"5 nc\> books (including 2tMl uncalalogcd paperback hooks). \ audio
bocks. 21 videotapes, and l » m. i'.\ i inc subscription!! were added lo Ihc library's collections.
shelving w.in added lo Ihc children's room and outdated and worn children's liclioii
lilies wci c remox cd
I Ik Summci Reading l*rogram had 58 children enrolled. Hie program ended with a parly
in ihc pavilion where 1 lainc Moriarty provided games and treats lhat were enjoyed bj all Ihc
attendees \ll children \\ lio completed Ihc program received a $5.00 gifi certificate lo the
ilstool l lookshop
1 lainc Moriart) provided monthly slorj hours Ihroughoul Ihc past year, \\ iih activities and
relreshmenls lied to llic Ihemc ol featured stories. Bach month Mrs. Moriarty installed a new
display on Ihc bidlctin bo.ml in the children's rfM)m. these services aie a wonderful compliment
lo oui collection ol children's materials. I hank you Blaine.
I he libi.ii\ raised 593.00 rrom the annual book sale.
I h. inks i t > iIh: Friends ol Ihc 1 ibran ( I hank you Roberta and 1 red < ioldberg!) for their
fundratstng efforts which support the summer reading program and lo the toadstool Bookshop
who l ^tributes to the cost of Ihc gill ceiliftcatcs.
Both the library and the archives suffered water damage in February caused by ice build-up
on Ihc north-facing roof. In December Ihc archives received waler damage as the result of heavy
rains that Hooded Ihe basement. I hanks lo the firemen who helped remove items from the
archives foi safekeeping while water damage was healed and repaired. Special thanks also lo Ihe
I onndl lainilx who reshelved hundreds of books after Ihe library repairs were completed, and lo
I raci I ryba for volunteering lime from her busy lile throughout the past year.
1 he librarian and Ihe trustees wish lo (hank Richmond residents for their support of Ihe
libran b> generously voting for Ihe library budget at Town Meeting each year, and by gills of
v.ish. materials and labor during the year.
Ihe library hours are Tuesdays 4:30-8:00. Thursdays 4:30-7:00, and Saturdays
9:00-1 :00. Ifyou haven't visited the library, please come and browse and please bring your
cliildren. We look forward to seeing vou in 2004.» .'
Respectfully submitted.
I )ianne Jacobson, Librarian
Jonathan Bloom, Trustee— President
I laine Moriarty, Trustee—Treasurer
Sue Flagler, I mstee—Secretary
lei. >39-6164
fax. 239-7332




as of December 31, 2003
TREASURER'S CHECKING ACCOUNT
Balance as of 12/31/02 $ 14,358.17
Town Appropriation less Librarian's Salary 11,105.00
BEGINNING BALANCE plus APPROPRIATION $ 25,463.17
Income





Book Allowance (to Librarian's Account) $ 3500.00
Office Supplies 3.50
Dues, Memberships, Conferences 170.00
Utilities: Telephone
Electricity
Oil (Prepay '03 - '04)






















Balance as of 12/31/02I $16,086.18
TRUST FUNDS
Archives Trust $ 2,236.38
Atkins Trust 5,748.10
Bartram Consolidated Trust 12,473.67
Orcutt Trust 1,137.09
RPL Building Fund 970.92
RPL General Purpose Fund 544.74
TOTAL TRUST FUNDS $23,110.90
Respectfully submitted,
Barbara Woodward





TOWN OF RICHMOND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
The Richmond Planning Board was occupied with several projects and one subdivision
during 2003
Our subdivision application procedure was revised to include a pre-application review
by a Planning Board designee This was done to help the applicant of a subdivision to
have a complete application presented to the Board. This will allow the Board to
concentrate on the merits of the subdivision The intent is to speed and simplify the
subdivision process Also an updated subdivision checklist and procedure matrix has
m idded to our regulations.
After thousands of man-hours of effort by the Planning Board the Master Plan is nearly
complete We are anticipating public hearings shortly after Town Meeting. We
encourage the public to attend these meetings to provide their input.
One eight-lot subdivision was approved on Athol Road. This is the first subdivision





RICHMOND CONSERVATION COMMISSION 2003 ANNUAL REPORT
The Conservation Commission held its regularly scheduled monthly meetings plus
special work sessions and field reviews.
Mr. Richard Drew was appointed by the Town Selectboard in August to fill a vacancy on
the commission. Prior to his appointment, Dick, a NH licensed Land Surveyor, provided
his expert assistance with researching Town Forest property deeds in preparation for the
Bennett Town Forest Conservation Easement. Dick's experience as member and current
chairman of the Planning Board, will provide the commission with valuable insight into
land use issues and we welcome his enthusiasm and expertise.
Finally, we are pleased to report that in September, after five years of planning and
preparation, The Richmond Conservation Commission and the Monadnock Conservancy
cooperatively signed a conservation easement affording permanent protection to the 305
acre Harry J. Bennett Town Forest. A 1998 Town Warrant Article, initiated by former
Conservation Commission member Pete Tandy, provided the authorization to proceed
with the process that assures protection of the forest, wetlands, waterways and wildlife
habitat from future development, thus preserving rural town character. Additionally, the
easement protects public access for hiking, hunting, fishing; appropriate forest
management, and agricultural activities. The Monadnock Conservancy will monitor
activities within the Forest to assure compliance of the easement in perpetuity.
Respectfully submitted,
Norma Reppucci John Randall
Marie Knowlton Dick Drew
Jeff Taylor
47.
Road Agent Report 2003
The year got started with the posting of roads for mud season on March 17 th .
Grave! was hauled on the 19 ,h - 22nd to Whipple Hill, Fay Martin, Tully Brook and
Monument roads for mud Road clean up began on April 14 th . Grading roads
started on April 22 and was completed on May 19 th Mary Beers painted new
road signs for Lang. Morgan and Whipple Hill roads and they were installed on
May 17
,fl
Sand on Mill road was cleaned up and culverts and ditches were
cleaned by the 30
th
Brush cutting began on June 13
th
. Thomas drilled rock on
Sprague road on June 25
th
. On July 1 st 350 tons of cold patch was mixed at
John Holman's Pit on Mill road July 3
rd
Whipple Hill (tar part) was ditched, July
7th Morgan and Bowl Road (tar part) were ditched. On July 10 th Buddy Blood
dug out culvert ditches on Taylor Hill, Lang, Turnpike, Lang and Whipple Hill
roads On July 1 1 water was drained from the south side of the Veteran's Hall.
On July 18 th we began shaping up Tully Brook road for paving which took place
on July 21
st
from Rt. 119 to Fay Martin road. In August brush was cut and on
September 5
th
, Tully, Martin, Morgan, Bullock roads and the Town Hall lot was
graded In October the Beavers took over! They had to be dealt with at the
culvert on Whipple Hill Road by Mary Schofields, Greenwoods road and Tully
Brook road On October 2 nd Buddy Blood took care of a blown down tree on
Whipple Hill road and hauled gravel to Sprague road. Then it was winter! Dan
Firmin was awarded Winter Maintenance on the East side of Town and Buddy
Blood was awarded Winter Maintenance on the West side of Town.
Respectfully submitted,
Leonard Davis, Road Agent
48.
Winchester Solid W aste Management District Report
The amount of municipal solid waste (M.S.W/househoId rubbish) rose to above
1,000 ton this year (for the first time), some rccyclables increased and others decreased.
The following is a list and amounts of materials handled at the Transfer Station.
Municipal solid waste 1007.92 tons
Construction/demolition debris 439.57 tons
Metals 84.44 tons
Mixed paper 129.69 tons
Cardboard 31.67 tons
Co-mingled 139.79 tons
Waste oil 720.00 gais
Compost approx. 200.00 yards
Tires approx. 300.00 each
Used clothes (Salvation Army) approx. 1 2.00 yards
We also accept untreated or painted wood, brush or slash less than 5" in diameter in our
burn pit area.
This year a new E.P.A Storm Water Management permit was required with samples
required and testing done. Requirements for the Dcpt. of Environmental Service have
become less stringent in testing areas because of steady improvements in surface water,
ground water and methane gas. The monitoring results have lead to less sampling points
which results in lower cost.
New equipment this year included a new waste oil tank, which allows for safer
handling of our used oil. This was obtained with grant monies at no cost to taxpayers.
A new mower was also obtained which eliminated the cost of contracting the cutting of
the grass on the closed portion of the landfill twice a year.
As is the case every year we rely heavily on the Highway Department to perform ali
sorts of tasks that are essential for the facility to run smoothly. This year they widened
the area where C&D and metal containers are kept and put down crushed gravel. They
also daily or weekly push up our brush pile, pack our container (C&D and metal) and
turn the compost area. The crew plows, sands or salts during winter months and
removes the huge snow banks. We really owe them a sincere debt of gratitude for the
way they perform and respond.
The landfill stickers that allow you to enter the facility are due October 1 of every
year and must be attached to your vehicle, plainly visible For households that have more
than one vehicle, after the initial $10 00 fee any additional stickers are available for SI .00
each
REMEMBER, RECYCLING IS MANDATORY PER TOWN ORDINANCE.
HOURS OF OPERATION: Respectfully Submitted
/i 7 St a/ /I
Tuesday 8:00am to 4:00pm f^ / >C£ry>aA^7
Thursday S:00arn to 7:00pm
tV*™*- - -
'
Saturday 8:00am to 5.00pm ijohn B< Gomarlo
PHONE:















Home Healthcare, Hospice & Community Services
PO Box 564 PO Box 343 PO Box 496 10 Main Street
312 Marlboro Street Arborway Community Lane Wilton, NH 03086






105 Old Homestead Hwy.
Richmond, New Hampshire 03470
Dear Selectmen:
Enclosed please find the HCS - Home Healthcare, Hospice and Community Services -
Annual Report to Richmond. The Annual Report includes statistical and financial
information about the services provided to residents this year. We hope that you will
consider including this information in the Town Report to let residents know about the
services that are available to them.
For 2004, we are requesting amappropriation of $1,500.00 for home care services in
Richmond. The home care appropriation will cover services that assist residents to recover
at home, or to remain independent at home. These services include visiting nurses,
rehabilitation therapists, home health aides and homemakers. In addition, prenatal and well
child care, hospice services and health promotion clinics are available to residents.
HCS continues to make every effort to seek funding for patient care from a variety of
sources. In 2003, services to residents were covered by the town's appropriation and other
sources, including Medicare, Medicaid, insurances, grants and HCS's fund raising efforts.
With the many changes that are taking place with funding at the federal and state level, as
well as the increasing need for services by elderly residents, we respectfully request that the
home care appropriation remain at the current level to care for residents.





Director of Community Relations
enc
Visit our Web Site at www.bcsservices.org
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HCS - HOME HEALTHCARE, HOSPICE AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
REPORT TO THE TOWN OF RICHMOND
JANUARY 1, 2003 TO DECEMBER 31, 2003
ANNUAL REPORT
In 2003, HCS - Home Healthcare, Hospice and Community Services continued to
provide home care and community services to the residents of Richmond. The
following information represents HCS ' s activities in your community in
2003.
SERVICE REPORT

















Total Unduplicated Residents Served: 33
Prenatal care, hospice services and regularly scheduled wellness clinics
and child health clinics are also available to residents. Town funding
partially supports these services.
FINANCIAL REPORT
The actual cost of all services provided in 2003 with all funding sources
is $99,290.00.
These services have been supported to the greatest extent possible by
Medicare, Medicaid, other insurances, grants and patient fees. In 2003,
town support of services not covered by other funding totaled $1,077.00.
For 2004, we request that an appropriation of $1,500.00 be available to
continue home care for Richmond residents
.










Dear Budget Committee Members,
As you know, Monadnock Family Services is active in your community, providing quality mental
health services to anyone who needs them regardless of their ability to pay. As part of this mission,
we feel it is important to let you know the extent of our work, and are pleased to give you the
enclosed census report which outlines services provided to residents in your town during 2002-2003.
Over the past year, MFS provided services to over 7,500 adults, children and older adults, of which
25 were residents of Richmond.
Once again, MFS is asking for your financial support to help underwrite the cost of services we
provide to the uninsured and underinsured individuals in your town. Based on figures from the 2002
population estimates from the NH Office of State Planning, we are asking for the equivalent of
$1.25 per capita, which for the town of Richmond, amounts to $1,386.25.
We ask for your continued consideration and support of our request. The cost to MFS to serve the
uninsured has increased steadily with rising treatment costs and more people seeking subsidized services. The
cost of serving the uninsured and under-insured residents of the Monadnock Region has averaged a half a
million dollars annually for the past four years. United Way funds and town subsidies cover about a third of
this significant expense. Our services to uninsured adults are further jeopardized as state regulations prohibit
us from supplementing non-funded or under-funded services with state funds.
Your ongoing support of our work is deeply appreciated, and we hope that our partnership in
caring for the residents of Richmond will continue. We work very hard to keep our costs down, and
to identify, whenever possible, alternate sources of funding for this population.
In addition to the census report, I have enclosed materials describing the services we provide. If
you have questions, or require more information, a representative from the agency will be happy to
speak with you.
Again, your support is very important to us. By working together, we help to insure our
communities remain healthy and vital places to live, work and grow.
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I am writing to request that The Community Kitchen, Inc. be placed either on your March, 2004 Town
Meeting warrant or in your town budget, for an operating budget request in the amount of $500.00.
In setting our request amount, we try to balance the amount of use the individual town has made of The
Kitchen in the last year with the town's ability to pay. Between January 1 , 2003 and September 30, 2003,
The Community Kitchen distributed 79 boxes of food, containing 1,224 meals, to residents of Richmond.
Based on these numbers, we have projected distribution totals for the year 2003 of 105 boxes, containing
1 ,628 meals to residents of Richmond, for a total cost to The Community Kitchen of $879.08.
Attached is a sheet showing different facts about our distribution to residents of Richmond, including how
many of the people served were under age 19 or over age 59. The average cost per meal to The
Community Kitchen is $0.54, which covers all of our costs - including salary, property and liability
insurance, vehicle operation and maintenance, utilities and food purchases.
Not included in the $0.54 is the actual value of the donated food as well as the hundreds of hours of
volunteer time and other in-kind donations we receive. If we factored these in, the $0.54 cost per meal
would jump to over $1 .50 per meal. As you see, in terms of value received, the $500.00 we are
requesting from Richmond is a bargain.
An average of 625 families come to the Pantry for food assistance every week. We have asked for written
proof of names, ages, addresses and income for each member of every household. A typical weeks' box
will contain cereal, juice, yogurt, bagels, bread, pasta, sauce, chicken, fresh fruits and vegetables, soup,
dessert items and personal care products. Approximately 70% of the items we distribute are donated from
local wholesalers, retailers and restaurants. We purchase the remaining 30% locally, or from the NH
Food Bank in Manchester, where we are charged $0.14 per pound. Approximately $85,000.00 is spent
each year on food.
At the Hot Meal program, dinner is prepared and served family style Monday through Friday, between
5:00 and 6:30 pm at our building on Mechanic St., Keene. Although we serve dinner to residents of most
Cheshire County towns, we are not requesting reimbursement for those meals.
If you are interested, I would be happy to set up a time for a meeting or phone conversation with you in
order to answer any further questions you may have. Please let me know when that might be convenient.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
Mindy CambiaK
Executive DirectoM A Monadnock
United Way Agency
55.
REQUEST FOR FUNDING PROPOSAL
TO THE
TOWN OF RICHMOND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
AGENCY NAME: The Community Kitchen, Inc.
DATE: October 1, 2003
1. Briefly describe the role of the agency:
The Community Kitchen, Inc., is a not-for-profit, direct service agency which provides hot meals,
take home boxes containing food and personal care items, information and advocacy to low and
moderate income men, women and families with children in the Cheshire County, NH area.
Since its founding in 1983, the Kitchen has served and/or distributed over 6 million meals to
people in need.
2. Identify the services that Town funding will provide:
The Pantry Box Program operates out of a space in our building on Mechanic Street. Each box
provides approximately three days' worth of meals for each family member. Computerized and
handwritten records are kept of family names, number of people, street addresses, dates of
receiving each box, income and age. Each family or individual coming in for the first time must
fill out a form required by the USDA, and provide back-up documentation for all of the above
information. Many referrals have been made to this program from Town and City Welfare
offices, school nurses and other agencies. Almost 70% of the food for this program is donated,
and over 1 ,000 volunteer hours each month are donated by community members to ensure the
success of the program. Take-home boxes of food are available on Wednesdays from 1 2:30
pm to 5:30 pm and on Thursdays from 1 1 :00 am to 4:00 pm, or by special arrangement.
Hot meals are served Monday through Friday from 5:00 to 6:30 pm at our Mechanic Street
location. Meals are prepared by a volunteer staff under the supervision of the Hot Meals
Coordinator. Menus are planned after donated food is picked up at bakeries, delicatessens,
supermarkets and restaurants. Meals consist of two or more entrees, salads, vegetables, fruit,
bread, soup, desserts and beverages, and are served by volunteers. Guests/participants make
up over 35% of our volunteer crew and help primarily with set-up and clean-up. We are not
requesting any funding from your town for our Hot Meal program, but thought you might want to
know about it.
56.
3. a) Number of clients served 01/01/03 to 09/30/03 at the Pantry:
# Unduplicated individuals: 4,909
# Unduplicated households: 1 ,905
b) Number of those who were Richmond residents:
# Unduplicated individuals: 8
# Unduplicated households: 5
c) Number of above Richmond clients served who were under age 19:
d) Number of above Richmond clients served who were over age 59: 5
e) Number of Pantry boxes distributed 01/01/03 to 09/30/03: 22,293
f) Number of those Pantry boxes distributed to Richmond residents: 79
g) Number of meals in pantry boxes distributed 01/01/03 to 09/30/03:
508,158
h) Number of those meals in pantry boxes distributed to Richmond residents:
1,224
i) Estimated dollar cost, per client served, 2002: $46.43
Calculated using $41 1 ,661 total cash expenses, 8,867 total clients
j) Estimated dollar cost, per meal served, 2002: $0.54
Calculated using $41 1 ,661 total cash expenses, 767,766 total meals
k) Cost to Community Kitchen of pantry meals provided to Richmond residents, at
$0.54 per meal through 09/30/03: $660.96
I) Percentage of total pantry box meals provided to residents of Richmond: 0.24%
Please note that the numbers provided on this page are actual numbers for January
through September only.
Traditionally, The Community Kitchen experiences a tremendous increase in both the
number of families served and the number of meals distributed in November and
December, due to Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays, cold weather and fuel bills. It
is anticipated that at the end of the year over 30,000 pantry boxes will have been
distributed in total.
The amount of reimbursement we have requested is based on the actual number for
the first three quarters of the year and an estimate of the fourth quarter added together.
57.
Southwestern Community Services Inc.
1 ( ornmuttity L fiori lgrrn v Sfl VtHg ( Vir.v/nrv fi» SuUtVOfl (\uuitn\s
November 25. 2003
Mr Arthur Amato, Chair
Office ofthe Selectmen
105 OW Homestead Avenue
Richmond, NH 03470
Pear Mr. Amaio.
w e al Southwestern Communit) Services, Inc. wish to once again thank you for last
J
car's appropriation for our agency.
Vs we have in years past, we are asking the local communities with which we work to
consider B small appropriation to assist with our outreach effort. Although our costs have
risen, as have yours 1 am sure, we are trying to keep our new request as low as possible,
knowing that resources are limited.
I am enclosing an updated list of resources and services that Southwestern Community
Sen ices delivered to the residents of Richmond during the past year. Upon completion
ofyour review, we respectfully request that we be placed on your town warrant to ask the
voters to apprcffmni &k? Strm of$68 f . This will allow us to continue the outreach and
service deliver) in Richmond at the same level as in the past.
We look forward to continuing the excellent working relationship that we have had with
Richmond over the past thirty-six years.
In closing. I would like to offer to meet with the Board of Selectmen or Budget
Committee, or any group you suggest in an effort to further detail the significance of our
request. I look forward to hearing from you in the near future.
Sincereh
David W. Osgood,(Deputy Director
Southwestern Community Services, Inc.
DWO/j
Hnclosure










Tel: (603) 542-9528 • Fax: (603) 542-3140
TTY-NH Relay: (800) 735-2964
58.
Southwestern Community Services Inc
A Community Action Agency Serving Cheshire C~ Sullivan Counties
City/ Town Report - 2003
Richmond
Page 1 of 6
Direct Assistance to Residents: $45,415.30
** Economic Impact: $1 1 3,538.25
1 .5% of Direct Assistance: $681 .23
Total Number of Households Served: 45
Total Number of Residents Served: 110
Average Benefit Per Household: 1,009.23
Average Benefit per Resident: 1,032.17
Property Taxes and Payroll are NOT included in the direct assistance or economic impact totals.





Route )2, Old Homestead Highway
Richmond, NH 034 "o
Selectmen:
Samaritans
of the Motwdnock Region
Please supporl The Samaritans''
2004 Municipal Campaign
Did you knem that families in your community have been effected by suicide?
Please see the attached report.
Since 1981, The Samaritans have maintained the only completely confidential and
anonymous, volunteer manned suicide prevention hotline. I continue to be amazed at the
compassion of our volunteers to help the lonely, depressed and suicidal of all ages
throughout New Hampshire. I am both inspired and humbled at their dedication to be
there w hen people just need someone to talk to. Unlike other nonprofit agencies, The
Samaritans do not charge any fee for the services that we provide. We must rely solely
on our community's goodwill and generosity to sustain our programs.
Today. 1 am asking you to join the towns ofAntrim, Charlestown, Ilarrisvillc, Hinsdale,
and Keene in their support ofthe work that we do.
Accordingly, we request a modest $250 municipal grant to help maintain pur 24-hour
crisis hotline program, the SamariTEEN Hotline and our Educational aiuLQut reach
Programs.
Together, we can make suicide prevention a partnership of our 29 cities and towns.
Thank you in advance for your consideration of this request. If you have any questions,
about our hotline or other programs, please don't hesitate to call me on our business line
at 357-5510. Additionally, if there is the opportunity for me to present this request at an
appropriate Town Meeting please contact me to arrange for that presentation.




103 Roxburv Street, Suite 304. Keene, NH 03431
Office (603) 357-5510 Hotline (603) 357-5505 or (603)924-7000
http:l I www. muw.org /samaritans ennui: samaritans@monad.net




Statewide Statistics for New Hampshire:
There were a total of 167 suicides in 2001




10- 14 yrs. Of age 3
15 -24 yrs. Of age 26
25 - 34 yrs. Ofage 33
35 -44 yrs. Of age 39
45 -54 yrs. Of age 32
55 -64 yrs. Of age 16
65+ yrs. Of age
Our 24-hour hotline receives calls from individuals who are anxious, depressed,
despairing, lonely, isolated, confused, grieving, or suicidal. We are an anonymous and
confidential hotline and do not require callers to share demographic information, in
some cases our callers do reveal where they are calling from, the following statistics
indicate that data, as well as, the data collected during our Education and Outreach
Program and our Safe Place Support Group Meetings.
Contacts




Contacts from Specific Town
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Balcom, Chad - c
Balcom, Erin - c
Balcom, Jesse - c
Ball, Alex - c
Balnis, Karen





















Becklo, Andrew -- c
Becklo, Bonnie
Becklo, Carl
Becklo, Cassandra -- c













Berman, Benjamin - c
Berman, Bethany -- c
Berman, Brenda
Berman, David
Berman, Heather - c
Berman, Katherine - c




Bersaw, Barbara - c
Bersaw, Douglas
Bersaw, Katherine -- c
Bersaw, Kathleen













Bisset, Matthew - c
Bisset, Nathan - c
Blackledge, James
"Compiled from Inventories and 911 List













Blais. Kali -- c
Blais Kyle -- c
Blaise Helena
Blake Enc
Blanchard. Michael -- c
Blankenship. Coy
Bloom Felicity -- c
Bloom. Jonathan













Bourassa, Stephanie -- c
Brady, Mary
Bragg, Benjamin -- c
Bragg, Mark













Brunk. Daniel - c
Brunk, Joshua -- c
Brunk, Latashia -- c







Bryan, Sr Maria Philomenn


















Butterfield, Kristen -- c
Butterfield, Megan -- c










Camuso, Daniel -- c
Camuso, Hannah - c
Camuso, Lois
Camuso, Rachel -- c
Camuso, Rebekah - c










"Compiled from Inventories and 911 List









































Connell, Abby - c
Connell, Abigail
Connell, Christine - c
Connell, David A.
Connell, David F.
Connell, Erin - c




















Cummings, Angela - c
Cummings, David






































"Compiled from Inventories and 91 1 List




















Farnum. Justin -- c











Filipi. Majella - c













Foster. Drue -- c
Frampton, David
Frampton. Margaret























Goldberg-Jaffe, Noah -- c
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Hodgdon, Justin - c
Hodgdon, Kimberly - c
Hodgdon, Laurie
Hodgdon, Trevor - c
Hodgman, Tracy
Hoefer, Gretchen
Hoefer, Madison -- c
Hoefer, Michael












Horner, Brittany - c
Horner, Jeffrey
Horner, McKenna -- c
Horner, Michele
Horner, Morgan - c
Hulett, Gerald
Hulett, Marguerite
Hulett, Maxwell -- c
Hulett, Molly - c







Imon, Marisa - c




Jackson, Samantha -- c















Jose, Bowan -- c
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Kimball Cassy -- c
Kimball Peter
Kimball Steven -- c
Kimbrell Kayla -- c
Kimbrell Roy
Kimbrell. Sharon























Lancey, Haley - c
Lancey. Heather-- c
Lancey, Lisa























Letourneau, Dominic -- c
Letourneau, Joseph














Lutz, Jacob - c
Lutz, Leighton
Lutz, Makaleigh -- c
Lutz, Melissa
Maas, Jacob - c
Maas, James
Maas, Robert - c
Maas, Stephanie










Majoy, Chris -- c
Majoy, Cindi -- c






Maluf, Sr. Mary Bernadette
Marchant, Brandon - c
"Compiled from Inventories and 911 List









Margand, Clare - c
Margand, Gerald
Margand, Nina - c











Mastrogiovanni, Antonio - c








Maynard, Dustin - c
Maynard, Riley - c
Maynard, Whitney - c








McDermott, Kyle -- c
McDermott, Lyricia - c
McDermott, Sean - c
McDermott, Taylor - c
McDermott, Tracy
McDonald, Amy - c
McDonald, Ashley - c
McDonald, Brenda
McDonald, Brian Jr.- c
McDonald, Brian Sr.

























Miller, Albert - c
Miller, Brigette -- c
Miller, Dennis - c
Miller, Gerald -- c
Miller, Katharine -- c




Miller, Paul -- c


















Morton, R. Colin -- c
"Compiled from Inventories and 911 List
















Mullins. Annette -- c




Nash Ashley - c
Neanng. Casey
Neanng. Erin - c





Newell Allison -- c
Newell. Anthony
Newell. Jessica -- c
Newell. Samanthe
Newton. Patricia



















Page Amanda - c
Page. Mary
Page. Stanley
Page, Stanley - c
Panzer, Bridget
Panzer, Elseana - c
Panzer, Namara -- c
Panzer, Randy
Panzer, Zias - c
Parker-Tietgens, Catherine
Parrott, Gary
Patch, Cody -- c
Patch, Foster - c
Patch, Gregg
Patch, Jessica




















Pierce, Cory -- c
Pierce, Felicia - c









Polk, Caroline - c







Purrington, Cassidy -- c
"Compiled from Inventories and 911 List











Randall, Eliza - c
Randall, John











Remick, Alec - c



































Rule, Rebecca -- c
Russell, Andy
Russell, Desirae - c






Schmidt, Alyssa -- c

































th, Jessica -- <
th, Lacie -- c
th, Marlore
th, Nichole -- <
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Spa: i -- c
Spath Christopher -- c
Spath David
Spath Nana










Sturgeon Sr Maria Perpetum
Swanson. Aubrey -- c
Swanson. Breanne -- c
Swanson. Cole -- c























Tarbox, Travis - c










Thayer, Alicia -- c
Thayer, Christopher












Tomer, Anthony Jr - c
Tomer, Anthony Sr.
Tomer, Ashlyn - c
Tomer, Jennifer
Tomilla, Alexis - c
Tomilla, Chris




Tourigny, Levi - c
Tourigny, Ross
Tourigny, Sage -- c













Vaughan, Brian -- c
Vaughan, Debra
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Wharton, Bobby - c
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C = under age 18 as of June 30, 2003
73.
DOG LIST 2003-2004
Owner Tag Dog Name Owner Tag Dog Name
Taylor Jeff 1 Fraser Kruse, Kip 51 Use
Pursell Elizabeth 2 Buddy Major, Michele 52 Tango
Pursell Elizabeth 3 Betsey Major, Michele 53 Sage
Garone Marsha 4 Madra Tomer, Anthony 54 Faith
nidt, Loreal 5 Cody Pelkey, Royce 55 Chester
Pearsall Tammy 6 Jasmine St Denis, Michelle 56 Vinny
Laitinen Elaine 7 Gus St Denis, Michelle 57 Crosby
Aldnch Jaye 8 Taffy Thibodeau, Joseph 58 Pete
Aldnch. Ted 9 Tucker Corey, Ron 59 Cassie
McWhirk. Kathy 10 Gwinnie Graves, Judy 60 Emmalouise
McWhirk Kathy 11 Isis Graves, Judy 61 Otto
McWhirk. Kathy 12 Ani Friedman, Erin 62 Gabby
Fortner. Renee 13 Girty Stratton, Kathleen 63 Abby
Fortner. Renee 14 Carson Davis, Cathy 64 Sam
Mernfield. Sue 15 Molly Bersaw, Doug 65 Finnegan
Blais. Fred 16 Bum Reppucci, Norma 66 Shadow
Jones Mary Jane 17 Annie Reppucci, Norma 67 Angie
Flagler. Susan 18 Rosey Clark, Marcia 68 Ebony
Wahl. John 19 Gus Brunk, Katie 69 Buddy
Keane. Steven 20 Daisy Kruse, David 70 Tigger
Bernard. Leanne 21 Chien Tarbox, Cheryl 71 Griffin
Cote. Gerald 22 Misty Jarvis, Arlene 72 Jasmine
Cote. Gerald 23 Max Bielunis, Pam 73 Shadow
Cushing. Gail 24 Hogan Gilman, Charles 74 Henry
Boccalini, Janet 25 Keesha Hill, Jennie 75 Maxx
Toungny. Ross 26 Kita McDonnell, Kathy 76 Otis
Harrington, Susan 27 Brodie McDonnell, Kathy 77 Cracker
Daigneault. Patrice 28 Striker McDonnell, Kathy 78 Pluto
Adams. Lynn 29 Lady McDonnell, Kathy 79 Zoe
Gillis. Sandra 30 Molly Kimbrell, Sharon 80 Ted E. Bear
Huston. Evelyn 31 Kita Brooks, Roger 81 Shadow
Herman. Melissa 32 Cindy Becklo, Bonnie 82 AJ
Morns. Paul 33 Jake MacNeil, Debbie 83 Zip
Copley, Paul 34 Lexy Imon, Martine 84 Bradley
Campbell, Ed 35 Tess Imon, Martine 85 Hershey
Coll, Deb 36 Mo Hoefer, Michael 86 Greta
Coll. Deb 37 Buster Brown Hagar, Arthur 87 Wader
Drew. Alicia 38 Chelsea Hagar, Arthur 88 Dundee
Perry. Sandra 39 Isabella Herron, Linda 89 Jazz
Perry. Sandra 40 Eulalie Savard, Melinda 90 Martin
Onsurez. Maryann 41 Samantha Boulay, Joseph 91 Bronson
Onsurez. Maryann 42 Bennie Brewer, Donna 92 Maxine
Onsurez. Maryann 43 Jett Bailey, Michael 93 Noelle
Hillock. Bill 44 Buddy Condon, Bonnie 94 Trixie
Tenero-Hart. Catherine 45 Maggie Lounder, James 95 Kuba
Pogorzelski, Evelyn 46 Otto Burdick, Diane 96 Amber
Muller. Keith 47 Cecil Bissett, Mark 97 Kayla
Muller. Keith 48 Bodhi Boudreau, JC 98 Barnum
Panzer. Bridget 49 Chewey Holtz, Dave 99 Bud
Kruse. Kip 50 Twinkle Harville, Patty 100 Luey
74.
DOG LIST 2003-2004
Owner Tag Dog Name Owner
McKinstry, Darleen 101 Jasmine Kozlowski, Joe
McKinstry, Darleen 102 Mulligan Wilkins, Jandi
Mills, Jerry 103 Jack Laclair, Lisa
Mills, Jerry 104 Duffy Laclair, Lisa
Mills, Jerry 105 Harley Laclair, Lisa
Watt, Allison 106 Sasse Patnode, Bill
Layman, Christine 107 Keno Goodnow, Jen
Calzini, Joseph 108 Carly Goodnow, Kathy
Burns, Randall 109 Tiny Goodnow, Jen
Farnum, Michael 110 Hunter Lantz, Susan
Honkala, Mike 111 Roddy Tonweber, Patricia
Glenn, Melinda 112 Una Beal, April
Glenn, Melinda 113 Chester Marchant, Gerald
Springer, Roger 114 Jake Royce, Doug
Springer, Roger 115 Jenny Szczygiel, Gayle
Blair, Tori 116 Branson Gesner, Antoinette
Meszaros, Deborah 117 Raven Wyman, Margie
Newton, Pat 118 Tucker Silver, Jane
Tietgens, Chris 119 Dachi Comptois, Barbara
Marcotte, Kevin 120 Honey Comptois, Barbara
Marcotte, Kevin 121 Farley Camuso, Lois
McCaul, Heather 122 Tippy Mattson, Eleanor
McCaul, Heather 123 Toby Mattson, Karen
Cantrell, William 124 Group 5 Mattson, Karen
Goodell, Freda 125 Peanut Pulsifer, William
Goodell, Freda 126 Tippy Crowley, Elizabeth
Bloom, Sheila 127 Leo Rule, Linda
Hodgeman, Tracy 128 Trixie Daniels, William
Hammond, Beatrice 129 Buddy Hanson, Kathleen
Hammond, Beatrice 130 Midnight VanBrocklin, Hugh
Aukstikalnis, Elaine 131 Molly Lee, Martin
Aukstikalnis, Elaine 132 Cookie Lee, Martin
Aukstikalnis, Elaine 133 Rufus Ward, Freeman
Qualters, Bob 134 Cody Dieter, Rich
Duca, Maureen 135 Alfalfa Snow, Sherry
Weekes, Robert 136 Becky Tryba, Tracy
Weekes, Robert 137 Tansey Tryba, Tracy
Morris, Stephen 138 Jack Tryba, Tracy
Hagar, Candace 139 Scoobi Mason, Kim
Hagar, Candace 140 Shaggie Frye, Anthony
Wagner, Ed 141 Madison Toegel, Martha
Lewis, James 142 Shady Hart, Kenneth
Holbrook, Sandy 143 Tara Cummings, David
Randall, Brenda 144 Barley Goldberg, Fred
Picotte, Kitty 145 Tasha Currier, Doreen
Dilello, Cay 146 Bonnie Maynard, Corey
O'Grady, Nancy 147 Shadow Maynard, Corey
Macadams, Timothy 148 Sassy Codignotto, John
Barfield, Karen 149 Autumn Goodell, Dana






















































Owner Tag Dog Name Owner
Rokes Michelle 201 Aspen Horner, Jeff
Porte Huguette 202 Monty Welch, Judith
Troughton. Bert 203 Molly Audette, Nancy
Troughton Bert 204 Schindler Howes, Candace
Haskms Becky 205 Rocky Brady, Mary
Mattson Kim 206 Gracey Swanson, Walt
Richardson. Larry 207 Smokestack McWhirk, Jim
Tanner Darold 208 Slurpe McWhirk, Jim
Gray. Robert 209 Cassie Lutz, Leighton
Oxx. Carol 210 Victoria Sonntag, Amy
Schroeder. Charles 211 Will Tattersall, Jon
Davis. Leonard 212 Joey Tattersall, Jon
Thayer. Christopher 213 Rocky Cofske, Karen
Hill. Lyle 214 Jacob Boncal, Deborah
Dickinson. Richard 215 Sparky Mountford, Heather
Hulett. Gerald 216 Mushie Hodgdon, Edwin
Leslie. Richard 217 Jed Mallett, Douglas
Leslie. Richard 218 Zelda Beal, April
Leslie. Richard 219 Casey Patch, Jessica
Scobi. Antonia 220 Zuzu Gallagher, George
Johnson. Miriam 221 Charlotte Bragg, Susan
Frampton. David 222 Annie Bragg, Susan
Balms. Karen 223 Daisy Bush, Diane
Boscanno, Steven 224 Sally Boo Anderson, Jolyne
Gunnerson 225 Champ Deem, Shannon
Kelly. Darcy 226 Gracie Priest, Stephanie
Butterfield. Kathryn 227 Benn O'Brien, Mike
Lang, Luanne 228 Banchee O'Brien, Mike
Hollenbeck. Beth 229 Molly O'Brien, Mike
Purrington, Ben 230 Otis Maas, Stephanie
Purrington, Ben 231 Boomer Berman, David
Carey, Mary Jane 232 Mick Vaughan, Debbie
Duca, Maureen 233 Allie Page, Stan
Filliman, Robyn 234 Stella Chase, Chris
Filliman, Robyn 235 Luna Aukstikalnis, Elaine
Chnsto, Linda 236 Penny Laplume, Judith
Morin, Ludger 237 Jake Pratt, Bonnie
Randall, Margaret 238 Benson Pratt, Bonnie
Amato, Robert 239 Chuckey Pratt, Bonnie
Busick, Robert 240 Lucky Pratt, Bonnie
Majoy, Peter 241 Chelsea Pearsall, Tammy
Pierce, Shirley 242 Princess Pearsall, Tammy
Pierce, Roderick 243 Petie Frazier, Laura
Pierce. Shirley 244 Sassy Shinn, Susan
Hillock. Zelma 245 Rover Pearsall, Elizabeth
Labbe. Rodney 246 Hooch Leggee, Mason
Bannister, Bonnie 247 Benny Leggee, Mason
Bannister, Bonnie 248 Keisha Leggee, Mason
Davis, Jennifer 249 Yogi Faulkner, Diane






















































Owner Tag Doq Name
O'Brien, Robert 301 Lady
Ortiz, Pat 302 Ellie
Watson, Deborah 303 Skye
MacNeil, Debbie 304 Big Boy
Mehaffey, Joyce 305 Brindle
Koenig, Vincent 306 Milo
Aukstikalnis, Elaine 307 Rufus replacement tag
Aukstikalnis, Elaine 308 Cookie replacement tag
Marsden, John 309 Maya
Pierce, Roderick 310 Rosy
Goodell, Freda 311 Jasmine
Shann, Thomas 312 Oscar
Purrington, Ben 313 Fletcher
77.
Tax Collector's Report - Yield Tax FY 2003
Timber Actu it\
A.v: = Name
Bannister. Bonnie L. Joseph
Barfield Brian & Karen
Bisset. & Cindy M Mark A
1 109 Brooks Trustee. Roger N
90 Buffum. Warren J & Cathy J
91 Bugatch, Sharon P
1307 Carey. & Julie W. Mark D
Carrier. Mark
1148 Davis. Claire E
Dutton, & Debora. Francis P
167 Fairbanks. Orvis & Donna
Farnum Jr. & Lynn A. Michael
603 Foote Jr. George B
198 Garone. Marsha L
682 Holbrook Family Trust
1099 McCaul. & Heather R Canfiel
606 Miner, Susan, co Susan Mann
1204 Panzer. & Bridget, Randy
643 Peirce Trustee. Chester D
1135 Pelletier. Lea T
423 Randall, John & Margaret
1294 Raymond, Ronald B
485 Swanson, Marcia
1074 Wildermuth, Dwight A& JoAnn
877 Wilkins. Raymond & Carole
541 Wilkos, Joseph
547 Wyman. George & Margaret
Map /lot Description Amount
E MapLot 007D-006 Desc L/B SOUTHWICK PLACE $ 714
MapLot 002A-022D Desc L/B BULLOCK - WILLIAM # 4 390
MapLot 002A-026H Desc L/B BULLOCK RD LOT 9 210
MapLot 001B-035 Desc L/O NARAMORE LOT 425
MapLot 005B-008A Desc L/O SWAN-WHIPPLE TRACT 1 1,118
MapLot 007D-006A Desc L/B PT OF SOUTHWICK LOT 15
MapLot 002A-022E Desc: L/O BULLOCK - WILLIAMS #5 13
MapLot 001A-035 Desc. L/B LANG LOT - TRACT J 3,258




L/O SWAN-WHIPPLE TRACT 4
I H MapLot 004D-018A Desc L/O PT OF BEERS SUB
MapLot: 002C-007 Desc: L/O J BALLOU LOT
MapLot: 001A-016 Desc: L/B FREEMAN PLACE
MapLot: 001B-020 Desc: L/B NOAH PERRY PLACE
d, MapLot: 001B-028 Desc: L/B CLIFF GOODELL PLACE
MapLot: 001C-005B Desc: L/O GREENWOODS RD






006B-006 Desc: L/O FRAZIER LOT
002A-026I Desc: L/O BULLOCK RD LOT 10
003B-012 Desc: L/O HOUSE LOT
001D-002 Desc: L/O ST CLAIR LOT
004D-003C Desc: L/B SPRAGUE PLACE



















001C-005A Desc: L/O RT 32/GREENWOODS RD 125
006A-019D Desc: L/B 141








Map /lot Description Amount
MapLot: 006A-017A Desc: Martin Gravel $ 110
MapLot: 003B-01 8 Desc: L/B CRAGIN CURTIS TR - #1 298
Total Gravel ~$ 408
78.
Tax Collector's Report
C F Moriarty 01/29/04




1121 Bannister, Bonnie L, Joseph E
1214 Benoit, Todd A
90 Buffum, Warren J & Cathy J
1 045 Carter, Michelle & Scott
1 1 Clark, James & Carol
907 Copley.Trustee for S Copley, A
701 Corey, & Jeannine E, Ronald
1113 Dicks, & Robin, Trevor
1001 Ellis, Robert H
999 Gallagher, George C
770 Keenan, James
904 Keenan, James R
1215 Lutz, & Melissa J, Leighton A
1079 Martin, William
1159 Mason, & Eleana R, Donna L
1089 Massi, & Robyn Filliman, David
1292 McGivern, Tracy A
606 Miner, Susan, co Susan Mann
1173 Pratt II, Daniel P
1174 Pratt, Bonnie E





1088 Wilcox, Jeanette M








































































$ 36,716 $ 11,533 $ 12,127
Summary by year
Year Invoice Description A





Tax Sale Lien - Town
Tax Sale Lien - Town
Tax Sale Lien - Town







2001 Tax Sale Lien - Town A
2002 Tax Sale Lien - Town A












Tax Collectors Report - Delinquent Taxes 2003 Levy
As of February 10. 2004
C F Mcriart>
f the serial # is listed twice both 1st and 2nd issue are delinquent
-^vr* S<?r# Tdxpjyer Name Balance
9 10 Amato. Thomas $ 370 00
Q 10 Amato, Thomas 507 00
1167 86 Anderson, Jolyne M 2,068 00
1121 721 Bannister, Joseph E & Bonnie L 1,336 00
1121 721 Bannister, Joseph E & Bonnie L 1,798 00
30 45 Bartos, Richard 11.12
30 45 Bartos, Richard 1,567.00
30 868 Bartos, Richard 493.00
39 62 Beers, Mary Hawley 1,202 00
1214 453 Benoit, Todd A 925 00
1214 453 Benoit, Todd A 1,245 00
1221 192 Bisset, Mark A & Cindy M 390.00
1344 393 Blair, Shawn M & Susan L 480.00
1246 279 Blair, & Torri M, Harold P 2,325 00
70 148 Boudreau, John & Lynn 1,706 00
70 825 Boudreau, John & Lynn 2,038.00
76 834 Brewer, Kevin & Mary 1,205.34
76 834 Brewer, Kevin & Mary 1,574.00
1338 182 Brostek, Marian A 3.00
1338 182 Brostek, Marian A 13.00
87 140 Brunelle, Richard & Deborah 2.57
87 140 Brunelle, Richard & Deborah 386.00
90 143 Buffum, Warren J & Cathy J 15.00
783 459 Burns, Randall 972.49
1045 931 Carter, Michelle & Scott 868.00
1045 931 Carter, Michelle & Scott 1,170.00
109 169 Chamberlain, Mrs. John 64.00
110 170 Clark, James & Carol 1,766.00
110 170 Clark, James & Carol 2,376.00
907 826 Copley, Trustee for S Copley, A 34.00
907 826 Copley.Trustee for S Copley, A 47.00
701 52 Corey, Ronald & Jeannine E 1,128.00
701 52 Corey, Ronald & Jeannine E 1,517.00
1065 791 Corrody, Robert E 163.53
772 168 Coy, Robert 6.00
130 193 Coy, Robert 1,597.00
1199 211 Deegan, & Brenda Germain, Mark 33.00
1113 311 Dicks, Trevor & Robin 1,286.00
1113 311 Dicks, Trevor & Robin 1,761.00
153 227 Dilello, Catheryn 639.68
158 232 Dorey, Christopher 349.06
158 232 Dorey, Christopher 486.00
1256 681 Dupuis, Arthur A 980.00
165 243 Eismont, Rostislav & Jean 9.00
165 244 Eismont, Rostislav & Jean 6.00
165 245 Eismont, Rostislav & Jean 1,499.00
1001 555 Ellis, Robert H 1,269.00























































Tax Collector's Report - Delinquent Taxes 2003 Levy
Fish Jr, O'Neil & Viola 314.99
Franks, John Wayne 1 ,008.00
Gallagher, George C 484.00
Gallagher, George C 663.00
Garone, Marsha L 4,534.00
Gehling, Leslie T 66.23
Gray, Robert N & Karen L 41 1 .00
Gurian, Michael, co Dixie Guri 776.00
Hallas, Henry & Louise 4.96
Hammond et al, & Beatrice E, R 1 ,01 3.00
Hammond et al, & Beatrice E, R 1 ,364.00
Haskins, Terence & Rebecca 579.98
Hill Jr, & Melissa Roy-Hill, L 1 ,978.00
Hill, Rebecca & Jennie Lu 10.00
Hillock, & Sheri A Reynolds, W 1 ,359.00
Hillock, & Sheri A Reynolds, W 1 ,862.00
Holbrook Family Trust 10.00
Hurley, Denise A 2,441.00
Island Time Ltd 108.00
Island Time Ltd 456.00
Jose, Richard 1,879.00
Keenan, James 2,970.34
Keenan, James R 1,690.00
Keenan, James R 2,316.00
Kroll, Charles & Madeline, c/o 1 ,354.29
Labbe, Linda 934.00
LaPlume, Russel J & Judith M 926.00
Leggee Mason Perry 3,322.00
Lewis, Charlotte & James Jr, J 1 ,939.00
Lounder, Elizabeth A 398.56
Love, & Danielle, Grant 1,517.28
Lutz, Leighton A & Melissa J 1,144.00







Mason, & Eleana R, Donna L 353.00
Mason, & Eleana R, Donna L 475.00
Massi, & Robyn Filliman, David 1,373.00
Massi, & Robyn Filliman, David 1,881.00
Mastrogiovanni, Paul & Roberta 1,849.00
Maynard, Arthur Jr & Corey 978.00
McGarry, Winifred 5.04
McGivern, Tracy A 80.00
McGivern, Tracy A 586.00
Menter, John & Sheila 836.00
Miner, Susan, co Susan Mann 690 00
Miner, Susan, co Susan Mann 945.00
Morris et al, Steven R 40.00
Morse, Elmer 69.00
Tax Collector's Report - Delinquent Taxes 2003 Levy
509 Mulkern Trust. Sylvia
647 511 Mullins. Virgil, co Miram John
818 Mullins. Virgil, co Miram John
897 796 Murdock. Donald
528 O'Brien. Robert & Laurie
528 O'Brien. Robert & Laurie
396 567 Pearsall. William
811 Pratt II. Daniel P
811 Pratt II. Daniel P
185 Pratt. Bonnie E
185 Pratt. Bonnie E
1339 380 Pratt. Deborah
I20C 958 Pulsifer, William N
417 599 Qualters. Robert
1196 226 Rashid. & Darcey S Kelly. Sika
1143 395 Richmond Country Store LLC
1143 865 Richmond Country Store LLC
1115 838 Rokes, Michelle Castor, Troy
1115 838 Rokes, Michelle Castor, Troy
816 650 Salett, Trustee, Stanley J
816 650 Salett, Trustee, Stanley J
727 839 Schmidt, Jason & Loreal
458 668 Shaw, Henrietta
458 669 Shaw, Henrietta
465 678 Silverman, Terry
470 683 Smythe, Sherry
471 684 Snow, Wayne & Sherry
471 684 Snow, Wayne & Sherry
480 663 Strelitz, Pamela
480 694 Strelitz, Pamela
480 694 Strelitz, Pamela
481 695 Sullivan, William
481 695 Sullivan, William
481 696 Sullivan, William
481 696 Sullivan, William
481 697 Sullivan, William
481 697 Sullivan, William
481 698 Sullivan, William
481 698 Sullivan, William
1347 96 Swanson Jr, James & Samantha
1347 96 Swanson Jr, James & Samantha
1101 926 Szczgiel, & Gayle, Philip
1328 269 Warner, Brian W & Marilyn T
1328 270 Warner, Brian W & Marilyn T
1088 573 Wilcox, Jeanette M
1088 573 Wilcox, Jeanette M
877 379 Wilkins, Raymond & Carole
877 379 Wilkins, Raymond & Carole
547 810 Wyman, George & Margaret




















































TOWN OF RICHMOND - PROPERTY INVENTORY
Ser# Acctit Taxpayers Name map lot acres Valuation E Gross Tax
871 1310 Adams, & Lori Ann, Jeffery S 007B-014D 3.76 148,700 4,647
2 2 Ahmed, Handi & Aida 003D-001A 10.1 953 30
3 3 Aldrich, Theodore & Jaye 004D-020 13.2 117,950 3,686
4 4 Allen, Mark 001B-023A 4.11 86,500 2,703
155 1254 Alther, & Mary Wells, Daniel 002A-026G 3.2 26,100 816
8 1147 Amato, Robert J 007B-018 8.8 80,000 2,500
7 7 Amato,, Arthur T 007B-017 9.7 107,200 3,350
10 9 Amato,, Thomas 005D-09A 3.5 27,750 867
86 1167 Anderson, Jolyne M 001A-024 3 113,380 3,543
11 10 Anderson, Norman E 001D-003 6 18,150 567
411 1021 Angell, Carol P 002B-00P 3.2 25,450 795
77 648 Annas, Pamela J 002B-00B 3 63,500 1,984
12 1 1 Apuzzo, & Carmela, Salvatore 004D-019 37.5 2,974 93
13 12 Archambault, Therese 004C-016B 30 134,956 4,217
463 1011 Archhambault, James R 004C-035 5.4 64,100 2,003
715 1055 Arnold, Steven L & Donna C 001A-025 12.8 157,517 4,922
716 1055 Arnold, Steven L & Donna C 001A-025A 14 799 25
19 14 Atkins, Edith 004A-002 160 138,072 4,315
20 14 Atkins, Edith 004A-002A 6 23,930 748
21 14 Atkins, Edith 004A-004 1.8 103 3
22 14 Atkins, Edith 004A-005A 5.8 649 20
117 14 Atkins, Edith 004A-001 72.7 8,129 254
506 1017 Atkins, Edward &Tracy L 007D-007 0.5 57,650 1,802
516 1295 Aukstikalnis, & Elaine K, John 004D-00F 6.4 109,000 3,406
27 18 Bailey, & Nancy, Hamilton 003A-022 84 9,392 294
28 18 Bailey, & Nancy, Hamilton 004A-017 55 4,797 150
29 18 Bailey, & Nancy, Hamilton 006A-001 280,252 8,758
30 18 Bailey, & Nancy, Hamilton 006A-002 13.5 58,750 1,836
31 18 Bailey, & Nancy, Hamilton 006A-003 60 4,171 130
32 18 Bailey, & Nancy, Hamilton 006A-006 40 3,117 97
33 18 Bailey, & Nancy, Hamilton 006A-008 100 8,782 274
34 18 Bailey, & Nancy, Hamilton 007A-002 116.5 8,187 256
16 17 Bailey, Hamilton, c/o Fleet 004A-025 20 1,634 51
24 17 Bailey, Hamilton, c/o Fleet 006A-007 20.2 1,437 45
938 1064 Bailey, Kathleen 007B-004C 3.26 23,950 748
35 840 Baird Trustee, James L 001B-029B 10.3 15,450 483
36 840 Baird Trustee, James L 002A-021 12 4,800 150
37 20 Baker,, Irene 005D-007 2 10,000 313
38 20 Baker,, Irene 005D-008 9 73,600 2,300
40 785 Ballou Rev Trust Laurence, co 006A-020 117 6,545 205
39 22 Ballou, Joan A 006B-001 10 2,400 75
816 1033 Balnis, Wayne A 003B-010 20 81,000 2,531
721 1121 Bannister, Bonnie L, Joseph E 007D-006 7.6 100,300 3,134
42 25 Barfield, Brian & Karen 002A-022D 22.4 121,600 3,800
540 1003 Barghoorn, Steven F 001C-007 81 9,057 283
541 982 Barghoorn, Steven F 001C-008 131 14,648 458
542 982 Barghoorn, Steven F 001C-010 62.3 91,481 2,859
543 982 Barghoorn, Steven F 001C-011 2.2 246 8
824 26 Barlow, Roy & Maria 005B-005A 3.9 153,950 4,811
365 1096 Barth, & Lorna Watkins, John 007A-009B 5.4 187,975 5,874
44 29 Bartlett, Roy M & Simone A 001D-008 9.3 20,500 641
83.


























































Bause, Christopher & Pamela
Beal. Mark & April
Beauregard, Mark
Becklo. Carl & Bonnie
Becklo. Carl & Bonnie





Bense, Roger & Joanne
Berg, Christopher & Joann
Berglin. & Violet H, Carl F
Berman, David & Brenda
Bernier Joan C
Bersaw, Douglas & Kathleen
Berube, Norman & Kristen
Bielunis, Alan & Pamela
Bigda, Richard
Bisset, & Cindy M, Mark A
Blackledge, James & Maureen
Blair 1999 Revocable Trust, Sh
Blair 1999 Revocable Trust, Sh
Blair, & Susan L, Shawn M
Blair, & Torri M, Harold P





Boscarino, & Patricia, David A
Boscarino, Trustee of the, Ste
Boudreau, James G & Gayle J
Boudreau, John & Lynn
Boudreau, John & Lynn
Boulay, Joseph
Brady, James & Mary




Brewer, Kevin & Mary





map lot acres Valuation E Gross Tax
007B-015 59 85,900 2,684
007B-014A 3 16 26,900 841
002D-024 11.4 9,100 284
001D-013B 11 55 38,900 1,216
003C-018 34 65,600 2,050
007D-001 1.7 86,000 2,688
005B-015 2 68,600 2,144
004A-009A 21.7 1,962 61
004A-013B 8.3 136,265 4,258
002B-005B 3.04 111,250 3,477
004D-018C 5.01 88,200 2,444
004A-003 5 23,800 744
004A-003A 1.25 56,500 1,766
002A-029 3 69,450 2,170
002B-00A 2.9 80,600 2,519
003B-019 5 117,450 3,670
005B-006F 9.3 125,150 3,911
002A-032C 11.1 141,282 4,415
001A-021 5.2 102,825 3,213
004C-002I 6.4 186,350 5,823
001B-023B 7.08 126,150 3,942
002A-032D 5.5 116,750 3,648
001A-023 6.2 113,500 3,547
002A-026H 5.7 84,550 2,642
004D-00A 11.3 149,614 4,675
001B-029 2.1 156,750 4,898
001B-029A 7.3 10,950 342
005D-010 3.5 26,750 836
005B-014 1 82,900 2,591
006A-013 1.5 74,050 2,314
004C-002H 111.87 45,916 1,435
002C-017 28 154,600 4,594
004C-003 18.8 43,900 1,372




004C-007A 6.11 194,850 6,089
001C-028 6.2 29,550 923
002A-015 5 95,175 2,974
004D-00B 7.5 121,200 3,788
002C-017A 4.6 115,200 3,600
001C-005H 7.04 168,150 5,255
004A-023 15.7 76,978 2,406
007D-011 2 123,700 3,866
003D-006B 25 29,403 919
001B-001 1 90,500 2,828
002A-009I 1 90,550 2,830
001A-018 12.3 702 22
003D-023 8 154,400 4,825
004A-019 0.5 24,250 758
004A-021A 12 118,873 3,715
004A-021C 0.5 25 1
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126 81 Brokenshire Trust 004A-021B 12 784 25
127 81 Brokenshire Trust 004A-021 150 6,116 191
129 1109 Brooks Trustee, Roger N 003C-026 1 12
130 1109 Brooks Trustee, Roger N 003C-028 18 20,652 645
134 1109 Brooks Trustee, Roger N 001B-035 70 7,711 241
135 1109 Brooks Trustee, Roger N 003C-025 40 837 26
137 1109 Brooks Trustee, Roger N 003C-030 26 1,287 40
131 84 Brooks, Revocable Trust, Roger 001B-016 30.1 121,971 3,812
132 84 Brooks, Revocable Trust, Roger 001B-015 26.3 1,719 54
133 84 Brooks, Revocable Trust, Roger 001B-017 0.75
136 84 Brooks, Revocable Trust, Roger 003C-027 0.5 400 13
182 1338 Brostek, Marian A 005A-004 0.5 200 6
286 1210 Brown, 2002 revocable Trust, M 006A-009 49 125,200 3,913
138 85 Brown, Edward & Deanna 004C-021 3 7,500 234
140 87 Brunelle, Richard & Deborah 002B-00C 2 21,500 672
233 673 Brunk, Kathryn 004C-016A 10.53 110,750 3,461
641 1012 Buck, David A & Marilyn M 004D-013B 3.2 135,800 4,244
497 679 Budaj, Frank & Cynthia 006C-005 0.6 46,200 1,444
143 90 Buffum, Warren J & Cathy J 005B-008A 15.7 896 28
144 91 Bugatch, Sharon P 007D-006A 2 117,950 3,686
128 1340 Burke, & Theresa L, Harry 003B-004C 5 112,300 3,509
146 92 Burns, August 006A-004 86.9 160,657 5,021
145 1290 Burns, JoAnne P 003A-023 12.1 899 28
459 783 Burns, Randall 005C-002 7.2 90,000 2,813
147 93 Bush, Christopher & Diane 002B-002 28.5 105,397 3,294
218 1084 Busick, Robert & Cheryl 007A-016 2 105,300 3,291
346 806 Butterfield, James & Kathryn 004D-00G 7.2 179,700 5,616
314 1094 Buzzell et al, James H 004C-034 14.33 87,960 2,749
952 1094 Buzzell et al, James H 004C-034A 6.67 26,500 828
953 1094 Buzzell et al, James H 004C-034B 6.69 25,650 802
954 1094 Buzzell et al, James H 004C-034C 13.19 24,000 750
150 96 Calabro, Joseph 005D-011 2 89,300 2,791
151 96 Calabro, Joseph 001D-007B 20 2,236 70
152 97 Calzini, Richard & Patricia 004A-027 39.33 2,246 70
153 97 Calzini, Richard & Patricia 001A-040 7 117,050 3,658
184 1120 Camuso, Anthony & Lois M 007A-013 35 168,350 5,261
483 1048 Cantrell, William 003B-003 55.8 82,337 2,551
819 1111 Carbone, Robert J & Peggy Ann 002A-032B 5.5 183,450 5,733
415 905 Carey Revocable Trust, Mary Ja 002D-010E 6.72 132,350 4,136
529 1307 Carey, Mark & Julie W D 002A-022E 17.5 22,500 703
156 100 Carnie, James & Mary 004C-018 3.22 33,639 1,051
157 100 Carnie, James & Mary 004C-019 25.6 108,744 3,398
830 100 Carnie, James & Mary 004C-018A 3.19 1,075 34
637 909 Carpenter, John & Brenda 001A-045 2 63,650 1,989
256 1226 Carrier, Mark 001A-035 29.1 68,381 2,137
158 101 Carrier, Roger Sr & Mary 007D-002 1.7 73,850 2,308
931 1045 Carter, Michelle & Scott 002B-005C 3.22 65,200 2,038
161 103 Cass Estate, Lyman 001C-015 8 3,200 100
164 106 Cauthen, Gene & Marita 003D-003 32.8 1,130 35
167 108 Cersosimo Industries Inc 005B-007 105 64,350 2,011
206 108 Cersosimo Industries Inc 002C-002B 70.6 30,900 966
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35S 108 Cersosimo Industries Inc 003C-008 133 4 206
1 187 Cersosimo Lumber Co. c/o Cerso 002C-002A 338 16,300 509
166 1 187 Cersosimo Lumber Co. c/o Cerso 002C-003 47 18,800 588
169 109 Chamberlain. Mrs John 002B-014 2 3,000 94
1303 Chnstopherson, Heidi. Timothy 001C-005E 10.6 37,650 1,177
1303 Chnstopherson. Heidi, Timothy 001C-014 85 8,021 251
955 12 Cincotta. & Antoinette. Mark 004C-034D 606 24,750 773
170 110 Clark. James & Carol 007B-012D 3 16 132,550 4,142
1 1 1 Clark. Steven & Marcia 005B-005B 38 135,400 4,231
159 102 Clarke, Maureen P 002B-00E 3 106,000 3,313
722 1177 Clayton. Joseph E 002B-00F 15 97,950 3,061
187 1091 Codignotto Jr. John 002B-00D 3.7 104,450 3,264
240 1230 Cofske, Karen M 002A-026C 3.6 147,575 4,612
174 114 Cohn. Martin & Marjorie 002B-011B 17.2 1,212 38
I7S 115 Cole, Kenneth & Valerie 003B-014A 14.3 1,349 42
176 116 Coll, William & Debra 004C-019A 12 119,838 3,745
596 414 Comptois. Barbara 005B-006A 9.5 123,350 3,855
180 120 Conant. Gilbert & Margaret 002B-012 115 6,645 208
181 121 Condon, Lloyd & Bonnie 002B-004 7.05 157,900 4,934
228 862 Connell, Daniel & Abigail 004D-00D 6.3 141,200 4,413
17 902 Copley, Paul 001A-020 8 102,450 3,202
826 907 Copley, Trustee for S Copley, A 006B-004 40 2,284 71
52 701 Corey, Ronald & Jeannine E 002D-010B 5.12 94,650 2,645
429 1058 Cormier Sr, Ronald A & Alice M 004C-010 4.9 101,640 3,176
791 1065 Corrody, Robert E 001C-005J 6.4 55,100 1,722
401 273 Cote, Joanne F 004C-022 22 128,526 4,016
402 273 Cote, Joanne F 004C-022A 1.8 47 1
188 128 Courchene, Hector 005B-008C 12.5 714 22
189 554 Courchene, Hector & Janet 005B-008B 12.7 725 23
190 554 Courchene, Hector & Janet 005B-010 48 4,054 127
191 554 Courchene, Hector & Janet 007A-001 50.1 1,311 41
168 772 Coy, Robert 002D-004 15 393 12
193 130 Coy, Robert 002D-005 57 89,312 2,791
407 1046 Coyle, Joseph 002C-015 177.7 11,657 364
513 1046 Coyle, Joseph 002C-014 21 1,363 43
195 132 Cronk Estate, Alice 007B-006 4.7 3,750 117
6 773 Crowl, Scott 002D-010A 5.25 99,100 3,097
196 133 Crowley, Elizabeth 001D-007A 5.1 94,950 2,967
197 134 Currier, Bruce & Doreen M 006A-022 25 71,364 2,230
198 135 Cuseo, George & Kathryn 005D-003 1.2 53,700 1,678
263 756 Cushing, Ronald & Gail 005B-006G 9.2 129,050 4,033
199 136 Cyr Family Ltd Partnership 002D-025 55.5 4,689 147
200 136 Cyr Family Ltd Partnership 004C-001 81 30,649 958
201 136 Cyr Family Ltd Partnership 006B-009 67.6 2,478 77
202 136 Cyr Family Ltd Partnership 007A-008G 47.4 2,986 93
203 136 Cyr Family Ltd Partnership 007A-009C 34.5 2,185 68
217 136 Cyr Family Ltd Partnership 001B-022A 1 5,000 156
544 136 Cyr Family Ltd Partnership 001C-016 72 2,421 76
545 136 Cyr Family Ltd Partnership 001C-017 100 2,985 93
551 136 Cyr Family Ltd Partnership 002D-013 10 119 4
552 136 Cyr Family Ltd Partnership 003C-007 40 1,386 43
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316 833 Daher, William & Camilla 004C-002D 3.62 120,600 3,769
440 843 Daigneault, Thomas & Patricia 001C-026 5.6 93,250 2,914
347 1129 D'Alessio, Thelma L 002B-00J 2 75,750 2,367
205 138 Daley, James T 004C-020 75 34,868 1,090
808 732 Daniels,, William P & Jennifer 001C-005I 10.29 142,200 4,444
210 848 Davis Jr Trust, William 002C-012 3 2,400 75
268 1148 Davis, Claire E 001C-002B 10.64 101,200 3,163
530 1306 Davis, Donald & Jennifer M E 001D-001A 5.1 64,650 2,020
492 914 Davis, Joseph & Cathy 004D-00J 5.1 106,350 3,323
207 140 Davis, Leonard & Valma 003C-023 14.49 97,700 3,053
208 776 Davis, Lynn 003C-024 3.05 101,800 3,181
211 1199 Deegan, & Brenda Germain, Mark 004C-009 13 1,454 45
782 1156 Deem, & Heather Green, Shannon 001C-027 5.1 83,050 2,595
213 145 Delo, Martha 005A-024 50 2,855 89
214 145 Delo, Martha 005A-025 12 685 21
956 1220 Demasco, Stephen & Kimberly B 004C-034E 6.12 24,750 773
939 1253 Deveau, Richard T & Anne S P 007B-004D 4.05 27,950 873
219 149 Dickinson, Richard & Alice 001B-004,004A 8.3 126,967 3,968
311 1113 Dicks, Trevor & Robin 003D-001B 8.1 96,550 3,017
869 1104 Dieter, Richard M &Catherine M 007B-014B 3.19 121,450 3,795
220 151 Digeronimo, Marcello & Luciano 007B-019 0.5 31,350 980
221 151 Digeronimo, Marcello & Luciano 007B-021A 1.7 2,550 80
222 151 Digeronimo, Marcello & Luciano 007B-021B 0.3 450 14
223 151 Digeronimo, Marcello & Luciano 007B-022 23.5 1,163 36
224 151 Digeronimo, Marcello & Luciano 007B-023 36.3 1,658 52
225 151 Digeronimo, Marcello & Luciano 007B-021C 5.2 30,600 956
227 153 Dilello, Catheryn 006A-011 1.6 68,900 2,153
232 158 Dorey, Christopher 001C-001C 22.8 27,326 854
204 137 D'Orio, Frank & Doris 003B-022 5.1 123,150 3,848
1 1198 Doubleday, Airial 002A-030 5 70,000 2,188
235 160 Drew, B J & Margaret 005B-006E 9.3 34,500 1,078
236 700 Drew, Richard & Alicia 002C-019 48 156,151 4,880
238 162 Duca, Robert & Maureen 006D-001 0.25 57,950 1,811
239 163 Dunn, Thomas & June 007A-008D 5.02 93,500 2,609
681 1256 Dupuis, Arthur A 007D-003 1 54,700 1,709
116 569 Dupuis, Sybil 004A-001A 15 1,677 52
260 1128 Dutton, Francis P & Debora 002A-022C 15.9 94,115 2,941
827 894 Dzakonski, Joseph & Florence 003D-002 7.7 100,700 3,147
243 165 Eismont, Rostislav & Jean 005D-004 2.3 543 17
244 165 Eismont, Rostislav & Jean 005D-010A 4.44 352 11
245 165 Eismont, Rostislav & Jean 005D-012 5.1 85,350 2,667
555 1001 Ellis, Robert H 001C-002D 6.61 95,300 2,978
248 167 Fairbanks, Orvis & Donna 005B-008D 12.5 1,180 37
586 595 Fall, William 004C-006 6.2 25,800 806
56 1118 Falls Brook Trust 006B-004A 10 262 8
323 1118 Falls Brook Trust 006B-002 71 2,928 92
334 1118 Falls Brook Trust 007B-009 225 5,888 184
336 1118 Falls Brook Trust 007B-021 20 1,285 40
338 1118 Falls Brook Trust 008B-002 9 578 18
339 1118 Falls Brook Trust 008B-003 45 2,890 90
922 1118 Falls Brook Trust 006B-002A 4 105 3
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M Farnum Jr. & Lynn A. Michael H
170 Fedor. Stephen & Elizabeth
Felegara. Robert & Elizabeth
28 Fernadez. Victor & Ida
M4 1 1 16 Fernandez, & Ida. Victor
6 Fetta. & Jahnke Klaus, Claire
M F ilipi. Arnie & Theresa
257 176 Fish Jr. O'Neil & Viola
S Flagler Jr. Richard E& Susan L
262 830 Flanders Revocable Trust
180 Flanders. Dana & Carol
546 603 Foote. George B
547 603 Foote. George B
548 603 Foote, George B
549 603 Foote, George B
550 603 Foote, George B
553 603 Foote, George B
556 603 Foote. George B
264 183 Ford, Richard
84 1240 Fortner, Shannon R, Shawnery L
162 1176 Franks, John Wayne
271 188 Franzen, William
276 193 Frye, Anthony & Catherine
:~~ 194 Fusco II, Mark Antony
531 999 Gallagher, George C
106 801 Gallagher. Steven & Diana
280 197 Galloway, Thomas A
832 1250 Garone, Marsha C
281 198 Garone, Marsha L
282 199 Gehling, Leslie T
584 1311 Gillis, Sandra F
284 201 Gilman, Charles
288 205 Goldberg, Fred
272 1329 Gomarlo, J Michael
289 206 Goodell, Boyd & Pamela
332 868 Goodell, Freda & Gilbert
340 868 Goodell, Freda & Gilbert
341 868 Goodell, Freda & Gilbert
290 207 Goodnow, Lloyd & Kathy
230 1086 Goodnow, Lloyd P&Christopher
41 851 Gourley, James & Sandra
384 1192 Gramuglia, John C
293 210 Grandy, Henry & Adella
294 211 Grashow, Gary
295 212 Graves, David & Judith
296 212 Graves, David & Judith
962 212 Graves, David & Judith
704 1312 Gray, Robert N & Karen L
297 213 Greenfield CO
298 213 Greenfield CO
299 213 Greenfield CO
map lot acres Valuation E Gross Tax
004D-018A 3 1 117.200 3,663
004A-024 64 171,539 5,361
007A-008B 344 100,850 3,152
004C-002E 343 163,050 5,095
004C-010A 3 43 98,100 3,066
001B-011 3 97,950 3,061
002B-010 5.11 152,100 4,753
006D-007 75 19,000 594
007A-008A 3 47 161,829 4,874
007B-005 977 89,339 2,417
003B-020 5 1 115,700 3,573
002C-007 152 17,496 547
002C-013 80 8,945 280
002C-018 42 4,696 147
002C-020 7 5,600 175
002C-021 2.5 2,000 63
001C-002 7342 2,248 70
001C-003 79 2,067 65
005B-008E 13.3
003B-007 0.5 66,600 2,081
002B-00O 2.1 55,250 1,727
002C-016 50 23,541 736
004D-00E 5.9 155,750 4,867
001A-004 1 42,000 1,313
001A-039 6.5 36,350 1,136
005C-003B 4 121,800 3,806
001D-018 20 9,550 298
001A-043A 1.6 23,000 719
001A-016 137 250,794 7,837
004D-010 1 26,050 814
002B-00R 4.2 56,250 1,758
005B-002 3 129,450 3,577
003D-017 17.62 117,700 3,678
006A-012 2.7 103,050 3,220
001A-033 30.5 108,548 3,392
007B-008 334 200,633 6,008
008B-004 75 4,489 140
008B-005 17 1,092 34
001C-001A 5.3 191,200 5,975
001C-001B 22.6 100,703 3,147
003B-009 83 4,709 147
002B-00T 4.2 57,550 1,798
004C-014 10 65,850 2,058
002B-003 13.9 980 31
002A-022G 50.2 4,114 129
002A-024 15 141,200 4,413
003D-006B 25 43,440 1,358
002D-028 5.5 83,500 2,609
004A-008 46.9 5,244 164
004A-008A 29.8 3,332 104
004A-008B 10.3 1,152 36
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300 213 Greenfield CO 004A-013A 15.9 32,450 1,014
498 1023 Greenspan, & Mili Berejo, Dani 002B-00I 4 74,612 2,332
303 216 Gunnerson, Darren 005B-006I 5.3 151,650 4,739
304 217 Gurian, Michael, co Dixie Guri 007A-005 120 170,426 5,326
526 695 Gustafson, Michael & Patty 001C-024 5.4 100,300 3,134
14 598 Gutknecht, Charles & Marjory 006A-019B 4.4 110,900 3,466
522 1122 H+H Investments LLC 003D-018 39 4,361 136
523 1122 H+H Investments LLC 003D-026 2.1 1,700 53
417 873 Hadley, Daniel & Judith 005B-028 4.5 9,450 295
418 873 Hadley, Daniel & Judith 005B-029 2.8 61,100 1,909
503 878 Hagar Jr, Barbara & Arthur 005B-004A 3 62,350 1,948
305 754 Hallas, Henry & Louise 005A-012 18.3 20,206 631
306 754 Hallas, Henry & Louise 005A-012A 25 120,236 3,757
307 754 Hallas, Henry & Louise 005A-012B 7 83 3
308 219 Hallas, Herbert 003A-021 12 594 19
309 219 Hallas, Herbert 005A-010 40.5 3,905 122
100 1151 Halliday, Rene 004C-002B 6.56 123,790 3,868
310 220 Halpern, Carol 002B-0GG 1.4 83,100 2,597
706 1119 Haman,& Lauren S Reese, Michae 006C-003 0.3 30,800 963
312 222 Hamm, George & Verena 002C-011 15.8 10,000 313
932 1022 Hammond et al, & Beatrice E, R 002B-005D 3.1 76,050 2,377
472 1297 Hanson, & Richard Rosemond, Ka 003D-016 5.13 75,400 2,356
598 1259 Harrington, Steve & Susan 005B-013 1 86,400 2,700
315 225 Harris, Arthur & Patricia 002A-032F 5.3 143,650 4,489
691 1009 Hart, Kenneth G 004A-006 4.1 109,450 3,420
318 228 Harvey, Alan 007D-010 1 45,950 1,123
319 229 Haskins, Terence & Rebecca 002A-016 5 157,090 4,909
99 1082 Hastings, Randy 005B-019A 2.04 105,650 3,302
321 231 Haught, Robert & Anna 004D-009 4 88,150 2,755
79 691 Hayward Rev Trust, Carol W 001B-012 1.7 142,550 4,455
324 233 Heimann, Marjorie 007B-014 160 8,260 258
329 233 Heimann, Marjorie 007B-001A 34 1,511 47
330 233 Heimann, Marjorie 007B-001B 94 2,912 91
331 233 Heimann, Marjorie 007B-007 45 942 29
333 233 Heimann, Marjorie 007B-008A 0.38 31 1
335 233 Heimann, Marjorie 007B-010 23 1,503 47
876 233 Heimann, Marjorie 007B-014I 4.31 24,950 780
877 233 Heimann, Marjorie 007B-014J 3.54 23,800 744
878 233 Heimann, Marjorie 007B-014K 6.41 28,100 878
923 233 Heimann, Marjorie 006B-002B 10 209 7
524 753 Heise II, Roy & Jennifer 001C-022 6.3 106,750 3,336
342 235 Heise, Roy & Shirley 003C-001 33.08 64,064 2,002
344 235 Heise, Roy & Shirley 003C-010 76.3 376,120 11,754
345 235 Heise, Roy & Shirley 004D-011B 4 24,500 766
964 1346 Hennessey, Frank 003D-006B 25
759 236 Herman, Kenneth & Melissa 001C-005F 6.24 698 22
776 236 Herman, Kenneth & Melissa 001C-005G 6.58 175,143 5,473
348 238 Herron, John M & Linda S 007A-009A 5 162,050 5,064
441 895 Heyes, Fred L 004C-028 23 46,000 1,438
432 1293 Hill Jr, & Melissa Roy-Hill, L 003C-021A 4.2 113,250 3,539
349 239 Hill, David & Patricia 001A-006D 2.5 280 9
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35C 239 Hill David & PatricB 001A-006E 65 617 19
Hill David & Patricia 001A-006F 16 91 3
684 Hill. Jonathan 001A-011 12 2,583 81
63 751 Hill. Jonathan & Jennie Lu 001A-006 1 15 87,950 2,748
64 Hill. Jonathan & Jennie Lu 001A-003 29 2,476 77
65 Hill. Jonathan & Jennie Lu 001A-006A 1 112 4
66 Hill Jonathan & Jennie Lu 001A-006B 275 927 29
70 751 Hill. Jonathan & Jennie Lu 001A-012 1 57 2
751 Hill. Jonathan & Jennie Lu 001A-008 3 226 7
353 241 Hill. Mark 001D-013A 34 28,950 905
67 556 Hill, Rebecca & Jennie Lu 001A-006C 4 578 18
68 556 Hill. Rebecca & Jennie Lu 001A-009 033 20,400 638
69 556 Hill. Rebecca & Jennie Lu 001A-010 6 1,572 49
512 1103 Hill. Thomas & Geraldine 004C-023 7 113.400 3,544
354 242 Hill. Timothy B 001A-028 32 1,977 62
355 242 Hill. Timothy B 001A-029 5 285 9
921 653 Hillock. & Shen A Reynolds, W 003D-016A 5.49 102,050 3,189
358 244 Hillock, John 006D-003 1.75 75,100 2,347
359 245 Hoar, Alexander 002C-009 90 17,860 558
255 1222 Hobbs.& Beatrice Fillian, Edwa 007B-003 35 2,736 86
80 1247 Hodgman, & Stefanie I Priest, 003D-013 3 57,900 1,809
870 1206 Hoefer. Michael D & Gretchen L 007B-014C 3.26 130,450 4,077
361 682 Holbrook Family Trust 001B-019 55 3,594 112
362 682 Holbrook Family Trust 001B-020 192 194,735 6,085
363 247 Holbrook, Sandra 002D-027 6.2 69,200 2,163
941 249 Hollenbeck, Burton & Mary E 007B-012H 24.74 292,307 9,135
366 250 Holm, Marion 001B-018 0.5 63,050 1,658
285 742 Honkala, Michael 004C-008 151 3,952 124
292 742 Honkala, Michael 003C-015 90 113,117 3,535
370 254 Hornak, William & Tom 002C-005 45 4,247 133
371 254 Hornak, William & Toni 002C-005A 15 1,416 44
372 254 Hornak. William & Toni 002C-006 212 23,704 741
643 1051 Horner, Jeffrey L & Michele M 004D-013B2 4.14 182,700 5,709
374 876 Howes, Candace 001B-033 16.2 124,850 3,902
378 259 Hulett, Gerald & Marguerite 003D-013B 7 110,800 3,463
313 1289 Humphrey, Micheal B 004D-008 1.1 74,300 2,322
499 1209 Hurley, Denise A 004C-019A1 4.7 136,150 4,255
621 1163 Huston, Dennis M & Eveln B 005B-006H 7.9 243,900 7,622
381 820 Hybels, Derk 005A-015 85.5 6,780 212
382 820 Hybels, Derk 005A-016 38.7 24,050 752
426 865 Imon, Wayne & Frances 007B-012B 3.27 182,000 5,688
385 265 Island Time Ltd 004D-021 15.1 6,050 189
386 265 Island Time Ltd 004D-022 4 25,450 795
942 1211 Jackson, Christopher &Christy 005B-020A 6.9 82,350 2,573
392 267 Jacobson, Eino & Sara 004D-00K 6.4 138,050 4,314
399 271 Jarvis, Donald & Arlene 005B-021 7.74 82,600 2,581
406 748 Johnson Family Trust 006A-016 33 8,897 278
403 274 Johnson, Albert & Elinor 001A-035A 5.1 15,000 469
779 520 Johnson, Carl 006C-001 0.9 58,150 1,817
936 676 Johnson, Clifton 001A-027A 5.06 55,050 1,720
92 1068 Jones, Carleton & Mary Jane 003B-002 3.1 123,100 3,847
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452 827 Jose, Richard 003C-017 3 103,010 3,219
409 279 Joslin, Roger & Ruth 001A-002 15 856 27
410 280 Karevy, Albert 004A-011 2.5 93,650 2,927
828 1291 Kazimierczyk, John 003D-002A 11.5 62,397 1,950
274 832 Keane, Stephen & Dolores 002D-010C 5.3 111,313 3,479
112 770 Keenan, James 002A-018 33 172,449 5,389
674 904 Keenan, James R 002A-017 14 126,900 3,966
413 283 Keene, City of 004A-016 0.5 2,500 78
416 286 Kellom, Richard 002D-009 60 2,819 88
194 1332 Kelly, & Rebekka McCarthy, Rob 002A-023 2 77,807 2,431
414 284 Kelly, Elizabeth A & David W 002A-025 51.8 84,161 2,630
419 1194 Kibler Revocable Trust, Lewis 005A-026 34 1,941 61
420 1194 Kibler Revocable Trust, Lewis 005A-028 50 2,474 77
421 1194 Kibler Revocable Trust, Lewis 005A-027 59 5,313 166
377 946 Kimball, Peter 005C-004 5.8 170,750 5,336
369 1057 Kimbrell, Roy W & Sharon E 003B-004B 4.6 97,875 3,059
423 291 Knowlton, Paul & Marie 002A-026E 9.9 103,450 3,233
424 881 Koch, Donna 007B-012G 26.63 2,821 88
428 295 Kozlowski, Joseph & Marilyn 004C-026 40 214,650 6,395
376 688 Kroll, Charles & Madeline, c/o 001A-022 5.2 74,350 2,323
267 1098 Kruse, Kip R 001B-003 1 83,450 2,608
356 705 Labbe, Linda 006D-004 1.75 52,050 1,627
431 298 Labelle,Graver & Jeffrey Reese 004C-012 1 47,900 1,497
163 898 Laclair II, Russell & Lisa 005B-006J 5.2 112,100 3,503
642 1245 Ladyga, & Elicia M Boone, Andr 004D-013B1 3.48 178,100 5,566
434 300 Laitinen, James & Elaine 003D-010A 62.4 160,991 5,031
933 847 Laliberte, Catherine 002B-005E 4.65 76,300 2,384
367 735 Lancey, Calvin & Lisa 002A-026B 3.2 96,900 3,028
720 1185 Lang, LuAnne 007B-004A 3.8 77,650 2,427
873 1015 Lantz, William M& Susan L 007B-014F 3.19 111,400 3,481
874 1015 Lantz, William M& Susan L 007B-014G 4.04 24,900 778
250 303 LaPlume, Russel J & Judith M 002D-018 61 51,069 1,596
768 304 Laughner, Paul 001A-005 4.88 75,450 2,358
442 307 Lay, Michael & Elizabeth 001A-032 100 201,950 6,311
623 1141 Lay, Michael & Elizabeth 001A-031 15 45,500 1,422
394 574 Layman, Christine 005D-009 3.8 107,700 3,366
375 1300 Lee, Martin & Marcia, & Keith 004D-015A 48.1 572 18
109 1072 Lee, Martin R& Marcia E 004D-015C 3.1 97,950 3,061
963 1345 Leggee Mason Perry 003D-006B 25 106,300 3,322
287 1100 Leonard, George F& Phyllis P 002B-00H 2.5 97,000 3,031
443 308 Lescynski, Henry & Nancy 002A-026D 10.4 105,800 3,306
444 743 Leslie, Richard & Robin 003D-009 5 106,700 3,334
46 1005 Letourneau, Joseph C&Denise 002D-007 1.4 101,100 2,977
215 1168 Lewis, Charlotte & James Jr, J 002B-00G 5.2 108,162 3,380
445 310 Lewis, Hester 002B-00M 7.6 83,200 2,600
436 1301 Lewis, James T& Nicole L 001A-043 1.3 53,400 1,669
450 312 Lewis, Richard 002B-00N 3.3 100,800 3,150
448 311 Lewis, Robert 007D-004 3 84,500 2,641
449 311 Lewis, Robert 007D-004A 1.1 20,500 641
507 311 Lewis, Robert 007D-005 12.9 49,805 1,556
451 313 Liimatainen, Oiva & Eleanor 003B-004D 10.3 118,850 3,402
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1257 Livingston, Kathy 006A-019A 4.5 104,850 3,277
1299 Lounder, Elizabeth A 003D-005C 3.13 23,200 725
1337 Love, & Danielle, Grant 002A-026F 3.2 100,750 3,148
317 Lucey Etal, James R 001A-034 46 5,143 161
316 Lucey, James & Roberta 001A-036 27.5 3,075 96
316 Lucey, James & Roberta 001A-038 9 125,950 3,936
1215 Lutz, Leighton A & Melissa J 004D-003A 23.5 85,850 2,683
1169 Maas, James & Stephanie 006A-015 1.1 79,700 2,491
825 MacNeil, Deborah 001B-023C 3.62 118,400 3,700
855 Maden, Suzanne & Phil, co Wolf 003D-012 66 4,959 155
1228 Maisel, Stephen & Judy 002B-0CC 5.8 110,700 3,298
320 Majoy, Peter 002B-011A 33.5 129,400 4,044
871 Mallet, Douglas 003B-003A 3 54,950 1,717
1149 Marchant, Gerald T 002B-0HH 2.1 98,566 3,080
321 Marcotte, Kevin 001D-013D 20.51 107,550 3,361
858 Margand, Gerald & Catherine 004C-002J 3.8 114,650 3,583
858 Margand, Gerald & Catherine 004C-02J1 3.1 119,400 3,731
1248 Marinello.Tracey A Tryba, Robe 004C-032 3.64 80,050 2,502
1331 Marsden, John & Susan 003D-005 15 119,965 3,749
324 Marsh, Russell 006A-014 0.5 63,650 1,677
326 Martin- Frances S Declaration, 006A-024 2 23,250 727
325 Martin Jr, Eunice & Edward 006A-017 20 11,224 351
325 Martin Jr, Eunice & Edward 007B-002 30 64,564 2,018
1238 Martin, & Sarah Bockus, J Wesl 002B-00L 3.5 71,351 2,230
1161 Martin, David L 004D-00I 6.3 91,350 2,855
327 Martin, Edward 007B-001 56.6 31,969 999
327 Martin, Edward 006A-017A 2 20,000 625
1079 Martin, William 002D-010 25 54,600 1,706
1159 Mason, & Eleana R, Donna L 003B-001A 2 26,500 828
1089 Massi, & Robyn Filliman, David 002A-028 5 103,100 3,222
793 Mastrogiovanni, Paul & Roberta 001B-032 1 103,100 3,222
755 Mattson, Eleanor 005A-013 13.7 111,700 3,491
980 Maynard, Arthur Jr & Corey 001C-005K 3.4 54,550 1,705
1252 McAdams, & Nancy OGrady, Timot 007B-004B 3.57 104,650 3,270
332 McCaffrey, William & Margot 005B-01
1
105 11,740 367
334 McCarthy, Richard & Elizabeth 002A-032A 31.6 162,491 5,078
1099 McCaul, & Heather R Canfield, 001B-028 28.7 230,258 7,196
335 McCobb, Ralph & Doreen 004A-020 0.11 43,800 1,369
985 McDermott, Daniel H 003B-004A 4.2 126,700 3,959
842 McDonald, Brian & Brenda 001C-025 5.7 117,050 3,658
1298 McDonnell, Kathryn 002A-032G 5.3 97,550 3,048
336 McGarry, Winifred 003D-001C 7.3 97,050 3,033
1292 McGivern, Tracy A 001C-006 1.2 21,000 656
627 McGrath, Anne 007B-020 1.76 50,750 1,586
988 McKinstry, Allan & Darleen 004D-026 3.09 175,550 5,486
338 McLeod, Charles 005A-019A 3.02 132,465 3,827
338 McLeod, Charles 005A-019B 7.6 434 14
678 McWha, William 006C-002 0.42 40,700 1,272
1225 McWhirk, James D 001A-037A 3 82,150 2,567
340 McWhirk, Kathryn 001A-013 1 118,450 3,702
1342 Media One TWE Holdings Inc 004C-017 2 21,500 672
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1
486 342 Menter, John & Sheila
488 344 Merrifield, Francis & Velma
489 345 Merrifield, Jerald & Susan
490 345 Merrifield, Jerald & Susan
491 346 Merwin, Augustus & Eleanor
177 1083 Meszaros, Frank & Mariane
580 1296 Mills, Jerry & Sharon
?78 606 Miner, Susan, co Susan Mann
193 348 Modeen, Mark & Cynthia
194 349 Monadnock Trust
195 349 Monadnock Trust
196 350 Mondello, Eileen & Dominick
i00 354 Morgan Reserve Association
101 355 Moriarty, Cornelius & Elaine
i02 356 Morin, Ludger & Theresa
19 1052 Morris et al, Steven R
,04 358 Morris, Paul & Sandra
05 359 Morse, Elmer
69 656 Morton, John C
65 908 Mountford III, James & Heather
08 362 Mueller, Donald & Suzanne
09 817 Mulkern Trust, Sylvia
11 647 Mullins, Virgil, co Miram John
18 647 Mullins, Virgil, co Miram John
96 897 Murdock, Donald
: 17 370 Nearing,, Kimberly
! 18 371 Nettleton, Mark & Hilary
39 1158 Newell, & Samanthe, Antony L
' 27 787 O'Brien, Michael & Pamela
51 1095 O'Brien, Michael &, Edward O'B
{ 28 378 O'Brien, Robert & Laurie
! 55 383 Olney, Daniel T & Carolyn M
' 33 1191 Onsurez, MaryAnn
£32 381 O'Rorke, Hugh & Teresa
v )8 766 Oxx, Gordon & Carol
J 58 388 Packard, Robert
1 59 389 Page, James
1 >0 390 Page, Joanna
G !0 1 188 Page, Stanley G & Mary E
2 17 1204 Panzer, Randy & Bridget
2 6 1171 Pappas, et al, James M
8
'5 1205 Parrott, & Candi L Hagar, Gary
3 8 744 Patch, Gregg
8 60 Patch, Kevin
3 8 1150 Patnode, Donna
5 4 394 Patnode, William
5 6 395 Pearsall, Michael
>< 7 396 Pearsall, William
>' 8 396 Pearsall, William
>• 9 396 Pearsall, William
>' 396 Pearsall, William
map lot acres Valuation E Gross Tax
004C-029 2.5 49,400 1,544
003B-006 10 103,700 2,616
001B-010 2.7 77,400 2,419
003C-021C 17 38,000 1,188
001D-006 39.79 129,586 4,050
007A-012 3.3 167,000 5,219
001C-004 5.1 120,600 3,769
001C-005B 5 51,800 1,619
003C-032A 5.6 111,950 3,498
002C-001 146.4 8,359 261
002C-004 100 5,710 178
001D-016 6.7 95,800 2,994
002B-016 390 55,558 1,736
007A-014 2.5 100,600 3,144
005B-019D 6 104,950 3,280
005C-006 2 129,400 4,044
004C-015 18.4 137,450 4,295
001C-009 4.8 3,850 120
004D-00H 5.6 115,500 3,609
007D-008 1 66,750 2,086
004A-018 29 181,762 5,680
004C-002A 3.61 90,150 2,817
002A-027 1 22,300 697
002A-026J 5.1 101,150 3,161
005A-011 2 131,350 4,105
007B-012E 3.05 169,900 5,309
002B-009 3.7 93,800 2,931
002D-026 9.7 142,950 4,467
007B-012F 3.03 137,300 4,291
005B-008F 14.6 834 26
007B-012A 3.06 161,600 5,050
002B-006 16.6 133,663 4,177
004D-007 0.8 73,050 2,283
003D-005D 3.17 116,750 3,648
001A-027 34.6 81,602 2,550
003C-021D 27.6 132,755 4,149
003A-019 26 15,600 488
005A-021 57 2,821 88
005B-006D 12.58 166,150 5,192
004C-007 190.3 132,832 4,151
001B-021 16.3 614 19
007B-014H 4.35 81,150 2,536
003D-024 2.28 70,700 2,209
002B-010A 5.05 132,123 4,129
003D-006A 32,432 1,014
003D-006 21.62 80,432 2,514
002D-006 21.6 98,550 3,080
002A-013 5.3 109,000 3,406
002A-003 36 972 30
002A-004 11 383 12
002A-007 6.7 80 3
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Pearsall. William 002A-012 72.5 4,110 128
Pearsall. William 002A-005 33 41,700 1,303
Pearsall, William & Elizabeth 002A-014 1 83,650 2,614
Peck, John 001B-007 4.1 25,700 803
Peirce Trustee, Chester D 001B-024B 2,474 77
Peirce Trustee, Chester D 002B-013 15 742 23
Peirce Trustee, Chester D 002B-015 84 4,157 130
Peirce Trustee, Chester D 002B-018 50 2,474 77
Peirce Trustee, Chester D 003B-015 200 9,897 309
Peirce Trustee, Chester D 004B-001 246 16,585 518
Peirce Trustee, Chester D 004B-002 308 15,241 476
Peirce Trustee, Chester D 004B-003 53 2,623 82
Peirce Trustee, Chester D 006B-005 54.6 2,702 84
Peirce Trustee, Chester D 006B-006 265.4 13,133 410
Peirce Trustee, Chester D 006B-007 70 3,464 108
Pelkey, Royce L & Lori A 001A-041 5.2 96,150 3,005
Pelletier, Lea T 002A-026I 5.2 73,850 2,308
Perry, David & Ernest 006A-005 150 14,464 452
Perry, Roger & Sandra 001C-012 20 133,750 4,180
Picotte, Roger 007A-010 41.3 137,571 4,299
Pierce, Roderick & Shirley 001C-002C 6.57 102,550 3,205
Pinard, Peter 004D-024 7.3 417 13
Pinard, Peter & Thomas 004D-023 9 514 16
Pitts, Lynne 002D-009A 8.3 99 3
Pitts, Lynne 002D-010D 6.5 115,402 3,606
Plitt, Allan & Jean, c/o Allan 002B-00Q 3.2 23,300 728
Pogorzelski, Evelyn & Stanley 001B-022 29 63,939 1,998
Porte, Michel & Huguette 002A-033 11 161,121 5,035
Posteraro, Antony F & Catherin 005A-019 38.9 2,594 81
Pratt II, Daniel P 005B-023 46 2,626 82
Pratt, Bonnie E 005B-022 99 203,900 6,372
Pratt, Deborah 002A-026A 6.9 121,325 3,791
PSNH 003A-024 32.7 98,100 2,527
PSNH 004A-026 15.9 47,700 1,229
PSNH 005B-024 10.2 30,600 788
PSNH 006A-025 13 39,000 1,005
PSNH 006B-010 29.5 88,500 2,280
PSNH 008B-DPTL 2,362,353 60,854
Pulsifer, William N 001D-007A1 15.4 33,750 1,055
Purrington, & Cori L Cassidy, 003C-032B 12.1 81,093 2,534
Pursell, Dean & Elizabeth 002B-005 4.49 108,900 3,403
Putnam, Lloyd & Irene 006C-011 0.5 17,450 545
Quarters, Robert 001D-007C 21.9 139,650 4,364
Quint Estate, John 001A-014 15 26,911 841
Quint Estate, John 001A-014A 15 847 26
Quint Estate, John 001A-014B 2.3 48 2
Quint Estate, John 001A-014C 0.6 39 1
Quint Estate, John 001A-015 102 3,077 96
Quint Estate, John 001A-015A 24 2,741 86
Quint Estate, John 001A-015B 1 270 8
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616 421 Ramsden, David & Phyllis 004A-009B 16.31 26,442 826
474 423 Randall, John & Margaret 003B-012 3
475 423 Randall, John & Margaret 003B-013 174.47 3,903 122
934 423 Randall, John & Margaret 003B-013A 12.6 87,250 2,727
617 424 Randall, Rodney & Dale 003B-001B 2 70,300 2,197
619 424 Randall, Rodney & Dale 004A-014 23.5 86,341 2,698
620 424 Randall, Rodney & Dale 005B-001 26.2 549 17
226 1196 Rashid, & Darcey S Kelly, Sika 001C-005C 6 126,500 3,953
446 1294 Raymond, Ronald B 001D-002 52.8 24,519 766
622 426 Reichert, Francis 004D-00L 7.1 75,550 2,361
9 1162 Remick, et al, Matthew F 004D-015B 3.22 132,150 4,130
388 845 Reppucci, Daniel & Norma 002A-002B 3.06 78,050 2,439
624 428 Reynolds, Harry & Kathryn 002B-00U 3.5 24,550 767
625 429 Rice, Frank & Winifred 002A-006 5.3 93,850 2,933
627 431 Richardson, Bar. Hull Trustee 002B-00V 2.5 102,400 3,200
628 432 Richardson, Laurence 002B-00W 6.3 80,050 2,502
630 434 Richardson, Robert 002C-010 25.6 1,267 40
395 1143 Richmond Country Store LLC 002A-008I 1 171,550 5,361
865 1143 Richmond Country Store LLC 002A-010I 0.37 1,850 58
57 986 Richmond Realty Trust, co Heri 003C-029 38 3,091 97
58 986 Richmond Realty Trust, co Heri 006B-008 90 8,493 265
632 436 Robbins Revoc Trust, Dorothy 001B-030 1 61,750 1,305
633 437 Robbins, Louise M 005B-026 6.2 83,300 2,603
634 438 Robinson, Allen & Marcia 002B-007 4.25 66,350 2,073
840 438 Robinson, Allen & Marcia 002B-007A 0.24 350 11
635 822 Rodd, Eunice 006A-010 6.5 87,600 2,738
23 1255 Rodgers, Joshua L & Brandi M 002A-009 3.2 68,100 2,128
805 731 Rogers, James 001C-002A 12.6 95,150 2,973
636 440 Rogers, Stillman & Barbara 007A-015 6 104,950 3,280
838 1115 Rokes, Michelle Castor, Troy 004A-005C 3.1 88,550 2,767
638 442 Romano, Gerald & Catherine 002A-008 4.7 28,700 897
639 443 Rotaan Inc 003B-018 11 45,400 1,419
644 1019 Royce Jr, John J 001A-017 6.6 145,850 4,558
823 1030 Royce, &Maria T Eliopoulas, Do 004C-019A2 4.4 83,250 2,602
780 780 Royce, Raymond & Sherry 004D-00O 6.1 105,650 3,302
671 799 Rule, John & Linda 007B-01
1
4.8 83,475 2,609
640 444 Rupprecht, Judith Rizzo 005B-004B 18 2,013 63
561 1229 Russell, & Maryellen Miller, A 001B-023D 2.16 136,300 4,259
719 1327 Ryan, Shaun Anderson, Rosemary 002B-00K 5.4 25,500 797
646 446 S & M Forest Trust 001D-004 320.3 15,849 495
647 446 S & M Forest Trust 001D-005 12.3 609 19
648 446 S & M Forest Trust 001D-011 48.9 2,420 76
649 446 S & M Forest Trust 001D-014 86.7 4,290 134
650 816 Salett, Trustee, Stanley J 002B-00Y 1.6 23,000 719
651 575 Sandri Trust, Acilio R 003A-003 144 7,126 223
652 575 Sandri Trust, Acilio R 003A-001 63.5 3,142 98
653 575 Sandri Trust, Acilio R 003A-002 25.7 1,272 40
654 575 Sandri Trust, Acilio R 003A-004 38 1,880 59
655 575 Sandri Trust, Acilio R 003A-013 104.8 5,186 162
656 575 Sandri Trust, Acilio R 003A-014 12 594 19
657 575 Sandri Trust, Acilio R 005A-001 40 1,979 62
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"5 44€ -\cilio 005A-007 50 5,591 175
M 44$ Sffldri AciliO 005A-003 50 5,591 175
89 448 Sandn Acilio 005A-014 25 2,795 87
ttt 44S Sandn Acilio 005A-008 120 9,675 302
448 Sandn Acilio 005A-002 27 2,548 80
519 448 Sandn. Acilio 005A-005 2189 13,866 433
562 448 Sandn. Acilio 003A-020 20 1,142 36
606 448 Sandn. Acilio 003A-005 52 1,311 41
609 448 Sandn. Acilio 003A-006 88 2,242 70
611 448 Sandn, Acilio 003A-016 65 1,627 51
612 448 Sandn, Acilio 003A-018 688 1,742 54
964 448 Sandn, Acilio 003A-017 40 3,775 118
665 448 Sandn, Acilio 005A-009 44 1,678 52
667 448 Sandn, Acilio 005A-006 9 849 27
658 450 Schmidt, Alan & Linda 005B-019B 3.1 132,700 4,147
839 727 Schmidt, Jason & Loreal 002B-004A 3.06 114,800 3,588
899 Schoeneberger, Michael 005B-012 88 9,840 308
661 453 Schofield, Mary 001D-012A 36.3 146,009 4,563
186 1302 Schroeder, David & Charles 005D-013A 17.55 133,851 4,183
950 1154 Scobi, David & Antonia L 004A-009D 5 21 146,500 4,578
662 454 Seekircher. Walter & Louise 002B-00Z 28 59,200 1,850
275 1024 Sewall, & T E Crellin, Murphy 002B-00X 1.6 52,400 1,638
670 459 Shaw III, Herbert & Lolita 001B-005 8 211,900 6,622
668 458 Shaw, Henrietta 005A-017 100 5,710 178
669 458 Shaw, Henrietta 005A-018 26 1,484 46
672 461 Sheppard, Stephen 005B-018A 8.9 106 3
673 461 Sheppard, Stephen 006A-023 37.5 43,114 1,347
675 463 Shinn, Albert 002D-029 5.1 76,650 2,395
234 860 Silver, Jane 004C-017C 4.78 78,100 2,441
678 465 Silverman, Terry 002B-0AA 3.6 23,900 747
283 749 Silvia, Michael 007A-008C 5.48 125,900 3,934
680 467 Smalley, Ronald 001B-013 85 104,650 3,270
676 915 Smart, Timothy 005D-002 4.41 96,000 3,000
682 469 Smith, Alan & Cecilia 003B-005 4 87,975 2,749
683 470 Smythe, Sherry 006B-003 84.4 4,819 151
684 471 Snow, Wayne & Sherry 001C-005D 6.86 117,050 3,658
607 978 Soc for Protection NH Forests 001A-030 44 1,321 41
610 978 Soc for Protection NH Forests 003A-007 250 6,344 198
317 608 Sonntag, Mark P & Amy L 005B-027 1.1 103,600 3,238
231 745 Spath, David & Nanci 004C-004 18.8 103,361 3,230
18 901 Sprague Brook Inc 002D-003 15 423 13
575 901 Sprague Brook Inc 003D-011 138
576 901 Sprague Brook Inc 003D-020 7.5 3,000 94
728 901 Sprague Brook Inc 001A-019 118 5,839 182
730 901 Sprague Brook Inc 001D-010 154 7,620 238
731 901 Sprague Brook Inc 001D-017 120 5,938 186
732 901 Sprague Brook Inc 002A-001 82 4,682 146
733 901 Sprague Brook Inc 002A-020 80 4,568 143
737 901 Sprague Brook Inc 002D-001 190.2 9,412 294
738 901 Sprague Brook Inc 002D-002 47.8 2,365 74
739 901 Sprague Brook Inc 002D-011 50 2,474 77
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740 901 Sprague Brook Inc 002D-012 16 1,269 40
741 901 Sprague Brook Inc 002D-014 54.6 2,702 84
742 901 Sprague Brook Inc 002D-017 96.6 4,780 149
743 901 Sprague Brook Inc 002D-019 33 1,633 51
744 901 Sprague Brook Inc 003D-022 68.5 3,390 106
745 901 Sprague Brook Inc 002D-023 6 297 9
748 901 Sprague Brook Inc 003D-004 60 2,969 93
749 901 Sprague Brook Inc 003D-007 6 671 21
753 901 Sprague Brook Inc 004D-002 426 21,080 659
754 901 Sprague Brook Inc 004D-016 11.9 710 22
688 475 Stachowicz, Theodore & Jane 003D-005B 4.74 27,700 866
747 867 Stange, Conrad 003B-016 11.4 239 7
626 430 Stauble, Eric 007A-003 50 2,098 66
480 906 Stebbins, Michael P 004C-024 1.46 59,640 1,864
690 1049 Stinson Family Trust, co Mary 004A-005 85.7 4,241 133
837 1049 Stinson Family Trust, co Mary 004A-005B 5.3 511 16
301 1067 Stone et al, Robert J 002B-0BB 2.3 25,100 784
692 478 Stone, Helen 005B-020 6.7 86,050 2,689
693 479 Stone, Robert & Judith 002B-0DD 3.5 87,750 2,742
663 480 Strelitz, Pamela 001B-006 5.14 124,350 3,886
694 480 Strelitz, Pamela 006A-019C 4.1 113,200 3,538
793 852 Sul Jr, Edward & Judy 003D-001D 35 29,543 923
387 1313 Sullivan, John F & Jennifer E 002A-002C 3.01 78,900 2,466
695 481 Sullivan, William 001B-014 19.2 129,617 4,051
696 481 Sullivan, William 001B-034A 55.5 3,169 99
697 481 Sullivan, William 001B-034B 94.3 5,384 168
698 481 Sullivan, William 003B-008 90 8,493 265
96 1347 Swanson Jr, James & Samantha 005C-003 9 27,000 844
701 484 Swanson, Edwin & Linda 006A-018 3 74,700 2,334
702 485 Swanson, Marcia 004D-003B 7.3 689 22
821 485 Swanson, Marcia 004D-003C 112.5 47,501 1,484
660 1071 Swanson, Timothy O & Julie R 004D-00M 10.5 100,450 3,139
925 883 Swanson, Walter J & Janel L 004D-015A2 6.53 139,800 4,369
926 1101 Szczgiel, & Gayle, Philip 003B-013B 3.9 199,100 6,222
437 1212 Tague Jr, Thomas J & Judith A 004C-002F 7.97 143,170 4,474
707 794 Tandy Revoc Trust, NE & JC 001D-001 27.8 102,982 3,181
961 794 Tandy Revoc Trust, NE & JC 003D-006B 25
708 490 Tanner, Darold 002A-022F 15.3 34,814 1,088
520 1152 Tarbox, Robert C & Cheryl A 004D-006 4 119,175 3,724
515 912 Tattersall, Jonathan 003B-01
1
12 104,917 3,279
120 491 Taylor, Dana & Mary 001B-037 5 559 17
121 491 Taylor, Dana & Mary 002A-035 5 559 17
709 491 Taylor, Dana & Mary 002A-034 9.7 144,850 4,527
710 655 Taylor, Jeffrey 003C-032C 33.7 964 30
711 655 Taylor, Jeffrey 004C-027 25.4 90,757 2,836
87 1085 Thayer, Christopher T & Tina P 001A-042 4 96,850 3,027
717 496 Thibodeau, Joseph & Norma 002B-001 43 111,956 3,499
718 496 Thibodeau, Joseph & Norma 002B-00S 1.2 57,950 1,811
43 911 Tietgens, Christian 002A-022B 5.17 78,867 2,465
945 911 Tietgens, Christian 002A-022B1 25.33 814 25
178 1044 Toegel, Daniel R & Martha J 001D-015 8.5 113,545 3,548
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2 3 501 Tolman. Bernard & Evelyn 002D-020 5 1,000 31
1258 Tomer. Anthony J & Jennifer L 005D-002A 337 112,800 3,525
383 831 Tonweber, Joseph & Patricia 002A-022A 294 195,450 6,108
724 502 Torrey. Shaun & Lisa 001A-044 9 168,900 5,278
725 503 Toungny. Ross & Kathryn 002B-010B 16 06 146,893 4,590
504 Towle. Kevin A 002C-008 61 5,756 180
957 1243 Traeger. Scott & Lisa 004C-034F 6 13 24,750 773
141 1335 Traverse, John W & Donna L 004D-00C 53 106,700 3,334
1092 Troughton. Roberta L 004C-013 62 108,750 3,398
699 1343 Trudeau. Robert & Robin L 004D-00N 104 168,400 5,263
644 True Revocable Trust, Victoria 001D-012B 25.1 41,750 1,305
241 1308 Tucker, Dena S 005D-014 1.1 13
242 1308 Tucker, Dena S 003D-019 2363 9,450 295
246 1308 Tucker, Dena S 005D-013B 2643 2,096 66
765 511 Underwood, Kim 003B-017 0.5 66,200 2,069
514 1081 Urquhart, David L & Mane C 004C-025 764 5,695 178
766 512 Van Brocklm, Hugh & Allison 002A-032E 55 155,700 4,866
767 513 Van Brocklm, Robert & Sylvia 004A-022 47.1 57,303 1,166
614 1227 VanDover, Mark 008B-001 190.5 10,877 340
770 516 VanValzah, Robert H 005B-016 26 2,507 78
771 516 VanValzah, Robert H 005B-017 2 2,900 91
772 516 VanValzah, Robert H 005B-018 3.58 84,850 2,652
773 516 VanValzah, Robert H 005B-018B 14.7 1,418 44
774 516 VanValzah, Robert H 005B-019E 18.2 1,755 55
775 844 Vaughan, Debra 001D-013C 12.05 124,000 3,875
786 1239 Vetre, Francis & Patricia 002B-008 1 5,000 156
929 1202 Vetre, & Patrica, Francis 002B-005A 3.03 96,036 2,689
487 1241 Wagner, Edward P & Cheryl A 004C-030 2.5 155,650 4,864
273 792 Wahl, John 001B-031 14.7 123,258 3,852
781 522 Walton Living Trust, Althea Vo 002B-0FF 3 35,000 1,094
269 1328 Warner. Brian W & Marilyn T 002A-010 7.5 84,865 2,652
270 1328 Warner, Brian W & Marilyn T 002A-011 8.3 99 3
705 1341 Watson, Deborah L 004D-011A 3 113,050 3,533
629 896 Watt, Allison 004D-018B 14.77 2,494 78
149 661 Watt, William & Allison 002A-002A 5.86 183,100 5,722
389 661 Watt, William & Allison 002A-002 28.04 3,135 98
390 661 Watt, William & Allison 004D-018 19.54 5,335 167
831 788 WDK Realty Trust 007B-024A 3 4,500 141
785 526 Webber, C Richard &, F Patrici 005C-007 1 128,400 4,013
447 528 Weekes, Robert 004D-013 10.2 1,140 36
787 528 Weekes, Robert 004D-012 6.8 115,950 3,623
788 528 Weekes, Robert 004D-014 14.1 185,369 5,793
755 784 Weinstein, Emanuel & Ruth 005D-001 161.1 15,535 485
404 1251 Weisel, David E 006A-021 45 81,969 2,562
325 1124 Werle, Elspeth F 007A-006A 148 8,250 258
326 1124 Werle, Elspeth F 007A-006B 115 4,095 128
327 1124 Werle, Elspeth F 007A-006C 78 2,877 90
328 1124 Werle, Elspeth F 007A-007 34 2,222 69
93 1333 Westerdahl, Steven W 007B-016 3.86 147,750 4,617
783 1193 Westover, & Nancy Askin, Dana 001A-037 3 93,200 2,913
789 529 Wharton III, Robert 005B-003 12 3,235 101
98.
TOWN OF RICHMOND - PROPERTY INVENTORY
Ser# Acct# Taxpayers Name map lot acres Valuation E Gross Tax
790 529 Wharton III, Robert 005B-003A 3.6 102,081 3,190
689 1130 Wharton, Richard T & Jeannine 003C-009 86 10,002 313
792 1018 Whippie Trust 003A-012 37.8 1,870 58
563 1080 White, Bruce 003C-022 2.1 71,350 2,230
794 533 White, Russell & Judith 003D-001D 35 36,526 1,141
795 533 White, Russell & Judith 005B-008G 15.9 908 28
797 535 Whitham, Walden & Kathleen 004C-005 18.8 116,600 3,644
798 856 Whitney, Richard 004A-015 1 83,700 2,616
799 537 Whitney, Robert & Dawn 001B-038 1 85,650 2,677
800 538 Whitten, Randy W 005A-023 16 19,166 599
801 539 Whittum, Lewis & Kathleen 005B-005C 3.6 150,700 4,709
573 1088 Wilcox, Jeanette M 001D-013E 23.6 28,785 900
802 1074 Wildermuth, Dwight A& JoAnne L 003D-008 5 76,500 2,391
379 877 Wilkins, Raymond & Carole 001C-005A 5 66,800 2,088
803 541 Wilkos, Joseph 006A-019D 5.2 190,570 5,955
804 879 WHIett, Anne 003B-021 5.2 98,950 3,092
265 864 Williamson, Anne 005D-005 9.5 64,050 2,002
266 864 Williamson, Anne 005D-006 4.8 537 17
769 1157 Williamson, John A 002B-0EE 3.1 66,450 2,077
806 707 Wilson, Penelope Trust, co Pen 007A-008E 4.2 168,850 5,277
807 707 Wilson, Penelope Trust, co Pen 007A-008F 3.79 24,200 756
425 834 Wojciechowski, Gene & Barbara 007B-012C 19.05 281,586 8,800
872 834 Wojciechowski, Gene & Barbara 007B-014E 3.19 182 6
458 1008 Wolf Creek Investments 003D-015 15 1,677 52
538 1008 Wolf Creek Investments 005A-020 27 1,939 61
778 1008 Wolf Creek Investments 003D-005E 118.6 70,315 2,197
253 829 Woodward, 1999Revocable Trust, 005B-006B 10.3 1,152 36
809 546 Woodward,Revocable Trust, Norm 005B-006C 11.7 150,550 4,705
438 1102 Wrobleski, William S &Christin 003D-014 7.6 100,228 3,132
439 1102 Wrobleski, William S &Christin 003D-014A 4.4 492 15
810 547 Wyman, George & Margaret 004C-031 6.16 98,150 3,067
812 548 Yale University, c/o Dir Schl 003A-008 55 3,285 103
813 548 Yale University, c/o Dir Schl 003A-009 48 2,375 74
814 548 Yale University, c/o Dir Schl 003A-010 47 2,326 73
815 548 Yale University, c/o Dir Schl 003A-01
1
44 2,177 68
679 1304 Yonkers, Steven P & Beverly J 002D-030 0.41 611 19





Selectmen meet Mondays at 7:00 p.m. at the Town Hall
Secretary's Hours: Mon. 4 p.m.-9 p.m.; Wed. 9 a.m.-3:30 p.m.;
Fri. 9 a.m.-3 :30 p.m.
Town Clerk 239-6202
Hours: Mon. 9 a.m.-12 p.m., 1 p.m.-4 p.m., 6 p.m.-8p.m.;
Tues. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.;
Wed. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.; 1 p.m.-4 p.m.
Thurs. 9 a.m.- 12 p.m.
Tax Collector 239-6106






Tuesdays of each month at CD Building 8 p.m.
Library 239-6164
Hours: Tues. 4:30 p.m.-8 p.m.; Thurs. 4:30 p.m.-7 p.m.;
Sat. 9 a.m.-l p.m.
Winchester Transfer Station & Recycling Facility
Hours: Tues. 8 a.m.-4 p.m.; Thurs. 8 a.m.-7 p.m.;
Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Town Website (under construction): www.richmondnh.us
Forest Fire Warden/Fire Permits 239-4598
To Request Emergency Assistance Dial 911
Fire Department/Rescue (non emergency) 239-4466
Police Department (non emergency) 239-6007

